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But, I’m a real archer . . .
L ife is a complicated, ever changing, in your face challenge to be what you

need to be in order to do what you want to do. At least you know what kind
of archer you are. You may even relish the stereotypes that accompany your
chosen style of shooting – Broadhead Bubba with your “archer’s ballast”
around your waist, Techno-weenie with every possible gizmo on your bow (not
one more than a year old), Stick ‘n String Purist who wouldn’t be caught dead
fussing with all that stuff, or even a fastidious FITA flinger of arrows. This
you’re sure of. This is self knowledge. This is the confidence born of knowing
exactly what kind of archer you are. Whichever image you have of yourself, we
have something for you. And, we like to think that the articles written for those
“others” have something to offer you, too.

W elcome to the July/August issue of Archery Focus. We bring you The
Bowhunter’s Guide to Olympic Archery, a great article on what Golf  has

to teach us (Really!), and an introduction to the ancient, but still very practical,
use of archery as a Zen meditation practice.

If that’s not enough to broaden your concept of yourself as an archer, there’s
always Annette Musta’s great fitness articles. This time actually do the exercis-
es and see just how good her series is at redefining more than just your self
image.

We welcome new AF writers Mark Timney, Charley Washburn, Brooks
Matsuda, Roger Wheaton, and our youngest ever, Sam Wood, who at age eight
has some great advice about peer pressure which isn’t just for kids. 

D on’t forget to check out the website at www.archeryfocus.com. An OnLine
subscription gives you unlimited access to the articles from previous

issues, plus subscriber-only specials from our advertisers.
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Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art 
of Winning“

The $24.95 fee includes postage within the
United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his
30+ year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World
Championships. He has put the essence of archery in this
book with many photos and illustrations. Rick’s shooting
theory is really simple and to the point. All of his sugges-
tions will help you shoot better. If you are frustrated, tired of
chasing perfect shooting form, or cannot break your old high
score, you need to read this book! US$24.95

PMB , -A Freeman Lane
Grass Valley, CA -

phone .. fax ..

Archery Focus magazine

The new
UltraTec.

www.hoytusa.com

For information, call (801)363-2990

Hoyt’s new UltraTec virtually elim-

inates vibration, noise and shot

recoil, thanks to Hoyt’s unique I-

Beam riser technology and revolu-

tionary integrated accessories system.

Consistent and accurate, the

UltraTec is available with Hoyt’s

newest limb, the XT 2000, and three

cam options: Mastercam, Command

Cam, and Redline Cam.
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Who says you can’t have it all - speed and
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barriers. Introducing the Redline™ all-carbon

composite target shaft with internal-fitting

components. Redline is extremely accurate

and super fast with amazingly tight 

straightness and weight tolerances. 
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If somebody asked you about archery in the Olympics or how well
the U. S. Archery Team is going to do in the upcoming games,
how much could you tell them? If your exposure to archery is pri-
marily through bowhunting, the answer is probably “not much at
all.” The truth is, few bowhunters know anything at all about
Olympic archery. This is due, at least in part, to there being very
little promotion of this aspect of archery to bowhunters. This is
too bad as Olympic archery can be very exciting to watch. If
you’re planning on watching this summer’s games, then now’s
the time to learn more about this extraordinarily demanding form
of competition. Reading this article won’t make you an expert on
Olympic archery, but it will introduce you to the discipline and
help you enjoy the games even more.

A Brief History
Archery is one of the oldest Olympic events, appearing in
the second Olympic games of the modern era. It was part of
the 1900, 1904, 1908 and 1920 games, but then disappeared
from the Olympics for over fifty years. This happened
because there wasn’t a governing international body to set
rules for Olympic competition. The rules for the first games
were set by the individual countries hosting the Olympics.
As you might imagine, this resulted in considerable com-
petitor confusion and occasional conflict.

It wasn’t until 1972 that an international body was
given the authority to oversee Olympic competition. The
Fédération Internationale de Tir a l’Arc, more commonly
called FITA (pronounced “fee tah”) now governs all inter-
national archery competition. 

American archers have traditionally done well in the
Olympics, medalling in all but two games. In the 1996
Games in Atlanta, the U.S. won the men’s individual gold
and the men’s team gold. American men also won gold
medals in the 1972, 1976, 1984 and 1988 games. American
women won gold medals in the 1972 and 1976 games.

Basic Equipment
The typical Olympic bow is radically different from what
the average bowhunter takes afield. While most

bowhunters shoot compounds, you won’t find any
‘wheeled’ bows at the Olympics. Only recurve bows are
permitted. (FITA does have a compound division for other
international competitions.)

And these aren’t the type of recurve you normally see
traditional archers using. They’re highly refined, and
expensive, target bows with machined risers, specially built
carbon-fiber limbs, high-tech arrow rests, and multi-stabi-
lizer set ups, among other modern additions. An Olympic
bow with accessories can easily cost more than $2000.

FITA has some special equipment restrictions for
Olympic bows, two of which make shooting them quite
challenging. The first restriction is that scopes and peep
sights, or any devices or techniques that magnify or allow
you to line up your front sight with anything other than
your eyes, are not allowed. The second restriction is that
mechanical release aids are forbidden. You may use a finger
release only.

The arrows most Olympic competitors use are also
quite different from those employed by bowhunters. Slim,
aluminum/carbon-fiber composite arrows are the norm at
the Olympics. These arrows are specially tapered at the
front and back for improved aerodynamic flight, and they
cost more than $20 apiece.

Competition format
The Olympic archery format varies from the typical FITA
tournament. A normal FITA round is a total of 144 arrows
from four distances, out to 70 meters for the women and 90
meters for the men. The individuals with the highest scores
in their division at the end of one or more rounds win.
Olympic competition, however, centers around head-to-
head competition.

The first part of the Olympic format has each archer
shooting 120 arrows at 70 meters. No winners at this point,
though. These scores are only to select and rank the top
archers for individual matches. The archer with the highest
score from the round is set to shoot against the archer with
the lowest score. The second highest shooter goes against

B O W H U N T I N G

by Mark Timney
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the shooter with the next to the
lowest score, etc., etc., until
everyone is matched up. 

The head-to-head rounds
consist of 12 arrows at 70 meters.
The first archer shoots three
arrows, and then his competitor
shoots three arrows to a total of
four ‘ends’ (groups of arrows).
The archer with the highest score advances to the next
round. The loser is out of the competition. Ties are decided
by an arrow-by-arrow, ‘sudden death’ shootout. If the
scores of the two archers are still the same after 3-arrows,
the shooter whose last arrow is closest to the center of the
target wins. 

The head-to-head matches for the individual competi-
tion start out with 64 archers. So, in reality, you only need to
win six matches to take home a gold medal. The team com-
petition works in a similar fashion. Each team has three
members, and each shoots four arrows, for a total of 12
arrows for score in each of the elimination rounds.

Difficulty
The 70 meter (76.5 yards) target is 122 centimeters (48 inch-
es) across, with ten scoring rings. A score of 10 is awarded
for hitting the bull’s-eye, with each ring outward worth one
less point until just a single point is awarded for hitting the
outside circle. The bull’s-eye is only 12.2 centimeters (about
4.8 inches) across.

An average score on a 12-arrow match is about 111
points for the men, and 108 points for the women. That
means Olympic archers keep most of their arrows within an

eight-inch group from a dis-
tance most bowhunters would
have trouble even hitting the
target! And, they do it with a
bow that is far more difficult to
shoot. 

It takes a considerable
amount of effort to get to the
Olympics. Serious competitors

spend two to six hours a day for more than four years to get
good enough to attend. And it’s not just shooting practice.
They also work on their ‘mental game’ and overall physical
fitness too.

U.S. Team’s Potential
The U.S. archery teams stand a decent chance in the Sydney
games. While there have been some last minute shake-ups
in the men’s team, all three members are experienced com-
petitors. Butch Johnson and Rod White were on the ‘96
gold-medal winning team, and the third member, Vic
Wunderle, isn’t a stranger to the winner’s circle.

On the women’s team, Janet Dykman, Denise Parker,
and Karen Scovatto also have a chance to do well, although
they may have a more difficult time than the men’s team in
coming home with a medal.

Try Olympic Shooting for Yourself
If this article has made you want to try Olympic-style
archery, contact the National Archery Association (NAA),
the organization that oversees Olympic-style archery com-
petition in the United States, for more information. There’s
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“Olympic archers keep most of
their arrows within an eight-
inch group from a distance
most bowhunters would
have trouble even hitting the
target!“

continued on the next page
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a good chance there may be an affiliate club or coach in
your area. The NAA can be reached at the address below.

If you have a young son or daughter who might like to
try Olympic-style archery, ask about the NAA’s Junior
Olympic Archery Development (JOAD) program. There are
more than 350 JOAD programs nationally and they’re won-
derful for youngsters to get involved in.

National Archery Association
One Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
phone 719.578.4576
email info@usarchery.org
website http://www.usarchery.org
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Mark Timney (shown with his daughter Nina below) has
been a professional journalist for almost 20 years. He is a
regular contributor to several archery/bowhunting maga-
zines and he is active in various local, state, and national
efforts to protect archery and bowhunting. He also writes
the bimonthly Internet column The Practical Bowhunter
and hosts the Ask the Manufacturers forum for The
Bowsite (www.bowsite.com). Mark also conducts semi-
nars based on his articles and outdoor experiences.

Mark owns Communication by Design, a company
that caters to all of the communication needs of the archery
and bowhunting manufacturing and services industry.

continued from the previous page

I’m a pretty fair archer. I’m a “300” shooter indoors. I’ve
won or placed in a number of 3-D shoots. I’m a Level 2
certified NAA coach. And, I’ve taken numerous big-game
animals with a bow. I didn’t have any idea, however, how
difficult it would be to shoot an Olympic-style bow well.

When I started researching information for “A
Bowhunters Guide to Olympic Archery,” I asked some of
the top equipment manufacturers if they would outfit me
with the right gear so I could write about the experience
firsthand. Thanks to Hoyt (Avalon Plus bow), Cavalier
(Free Flyte Elite arrow rest, Master Plunger, Elite finger
tab and Extension ‘clicker’), C. S. Gibbs (Sure-Loc FITA
Extreme sight), Levin Industries (Doinker Stabilizers),
and Easton (ACE arrows), I was all set to go.

I’m primarily a compound/release shooter, but I’m
used to shooting “fingers” as I occasionally hunt with tra-
ditional gear. I thought my training there would help me
out. It did, but not as much as I’d hoped.

First, shooting 120 arrows is extraordinarily taxing,
even with a 41 lb. draw weight recurve. (Most men in the
Olympics shoot about 46 to 48 lb. draw bows.) I wasn’t in
shape for that many arrows with a bow that doesn’t have
“let-off.”

Nor were my fingers and brain in shape for what they
had to do together. Even the slightest variation in a finger
release translates into a significantly different point of
arrow impact at 70 meters. Aiming was also a challenge
since even the slightest deviations of my anchor point
would send my arrows across the target face. 

Shooting with a ‘clicker’ was a new experience, too. It
takes a while to get the hang of, to say the very least. A
clicker makes a “click” sound when you draw your arrow
past a certain point. If the bow is set up properly and
you’re using good form and aiming well, you let the
arrow go when you hear the click. This helps you achieve
a surprise release. Since the click occurs at the same point
of the draw every shot, it also ensures you’ve put the
same power into every arrow. If you don’t draw to the
exact same spot each time, your arrows will hit all up and
down the target face at Olympic distances.

I’m glad I had no thoughts of becoming an Olympic
archer at my age. I’d never make it. But I am enjoying
myself tremendously. It’s a great challenge and another
wonderful aspect of the sport that every archer should
try. 

Mark Timney

Confessions of a 
Novice Olympic-style Archer
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h u n t i n g

Archery places unique stresses on the body. It is a sport of repeti-
tive and asymmetrical motion. This type of motion leads to a high
risk for overuse injury. A consistent program of strength training
and conditioning can prevent injuries.

T he primary muscles used for archery are the muscles of
the upper back and the shoulder. It is important to

strength train these muscles (refer to the Vol. 4, No. 2 issue
of Archery Focus for a complete strength training program
for this muscle group). It is equally important to strength
train the opposing muscles and the core stabilizer muscles
of the body.

Opposing muscles are called antagonist muscles.
Antagonist muscles act in opposition to the main muscle
group being exercised, the agonist muscle. Proper balance
between the two groups of muscles is very important for
injury prevention. The agonist muscles are often stronger
than the antagonist, creating an imbalance and increasing
the risk for injury.
Examples of opposing
muscle groups are the
quadriceps and their
antagonist the ham-
strings, the biceps and the
triceps, and the muscles of the abdomen and the lower
back.

The core stabilizer muscles provide balance and stabili-
ty for the entire body. Good stabilizer muscles encourage
good posture and body alignment for every activity, includ-
ing archery. In addition, every movement of the body
depends on the strength of the stabilizer muscles. 

The main stabilizer muscles of the body are the abdom-
inal muscles, the muscles of the upper and lower back, and
the muscles of the chest. The abdominal muscles – the inter-
nal and external obliques, the transverse abdominis, and the rec-
tus abdominis – provide stability for the torso. The rectus
abdominis are the muscles commonly called the “six pack.”
Creating a “perfect six-pack” is a current fad in fitness train-
ing. Unfortunately, many individuals do not have the prop-
er genetic code to achieve this. Not everyone has Brandi
Chastain’s abs. The abdominal area is a common place for
fat deposits in both men and women. Even athletic, highly
trained individuals with low body fat percentages will
carry some fat in their abdominal area as they age. Nature

has put this layer there as a last store of energy for survival
in case of starvation. In addition, spot reducing will not cre-
ate a washboard stomach unless you regularly include car-
diovascular training in your exercise program to reduce
your entire body fat percentage. The good news is you can
strengthen your abdominal muscles with spot training and
you can have a toned, attractive abdomen if you make fit-
ness a part of your everyday routine.

T here are many muscles acting on the lower back. The
major muscle group in this area is collectively called the

erector spinae. The erector spinae are the antagonist mus-
cles for the abdomen. The erector spinae are also stabilizer
muscles, they support and stabilize the movement for the
back and the entire body. The lower back is prone to injury.
The current interest in strengthening and perfecting the
abdominal muscles poses an increased risk for lower back
problems. It is absolutely imperative to strengthen the

antagonist lower back
muscles when working on
the abdominals to achieve
a balanced body and to
prevent lower back injury.

The third muscle
group, the muscles of the chest, are the antagonist muscles
of the upper back and shoulder. The major chest muscles
are the pectoralis major and the pectoralis minor. The muscles
of the upper back and shoulder are the primary muscles of
the archery draw, the pectoralis muscles must be strong
enough to counteract the strength and repetitive use of the
archery muscles. 

Each muscle group of the body should be exercised
twice a week with a minimum of 48 hours of rest in between
each strength training session. The exercises training the
upper back and shoulders can be combined with the exer-
cises training the pectorals, abdominals, and lower back
during one training session or the exercises can be split up.
A complete guide to establishing a training plan for fitness
and archery will be featured in Archery Focus, Vol. 3, No. 5. 

Basic Strength Training of the Pectoral Muscles
Pectoral Flyes
Equipment needed 3-5 pound dumbbells, a bench or aerobic
step

A R C H E R Y  F I T N E S S
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Stabilizer Muscles
by Annette M. Musta

“Good stabilizer muscles encourage
good posture and body alignment
for every activity, including archery.”

Strengthening Your

Training to Avoid Injuries

continued on the next page
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Lie on your back with your knees bent, feet flat on the
bench or floor, a dumbbell in each hand, elbows bent. Keep
your back flat on the bench or step throughout the exercise.
Press the dumbbells toward the ceiling, hold for a count of
one, and return to the starting position for one repetition.
Complete 8-12 repetitions for one set. Rest in between sets.
Complete 2-3 sets total.

Barbell Press
Equipment needed A barbell with or without weights, a
weight bench
Lie on the bench, lower back pressed flat, feet resting on the
bench. Hold the barbell in a wide grip with both hands (use
lifting gloves to protect your hands, if necessary) at chest
level. Push the barbell up away from the body until the
arms are straight. Hold for a count of one then return to the
starting position for one repetition. Complete 8-12 repeti-
tions per set and 2-3 sets per exercise session. Start with a
low amount of weight. You should be able to complete your
repetitions easily with the amount of weight you are lifting.

Tip This exercise must be performed with a spotter. The
spotter stands at the head with both hands under the bar-
bell. The spotter must be capable of grabbing the bar to pre-
vent it from falling on and injuring the exerciser.

Basic Strength Training of the Abdominal Muscles
Crunches
Equipment needed exercise mat, towel
Lie on your back, knees bent, feet flat on the floor. Place the
folded towel under the back of your head and grasp the
ends with both hands. The towel will provide support for
your head and neck during the crunch. To perform a prop-
er crunch, contract your abdominal muscles while simulta-
neously raising your shoulders and upper body off the floor
approximately 6-8 inches (see picture). Do not curl your
head or neck. Hold for a count of two and release. Repeat
ten times for one set. Perform a total of 2-3 sets resting for
at least two minutes between sets.

Tip Concentrate on raising your body using only your
abdominal muscles, do not use your back or shoulders or
momentum to raise your upper body. Perform the crunches
slowly and at a steady pace. You may not be able to raise
your upper body 6-8 inches off of the floor at first. Move as
far as you can until you strengthen your abdominal muscles
to perform a regular crunch. 

Oblique Crunches
Equipment needed exercise mat
Lie on your back in the same position as for the crunches.
Place only your fingertips on the back of your head.
Contract your abdominal muscles as before but twist your
body and
reach with
your right
elbow to-
wards your
left knee
(see the pic-
ture). Do not
attempt to
touch your
elbow to
your knee.
Hold for a count of one, then return to the starting position.
Repeat on the other side for one repetition. Perform 8-10
repetitions for a set. Complete two sets resting for at least
two minutes between sets.

Tip Do not pull on your head or neck while performing
crunches. You should feel the muscles on the sides of your
abdomen working while performing the obliques crunches.
You should feel the muscles in the center of your abdomen
working while performing regular crunches. If you can not
complete the suggested repetitions of crunches while using
correct form, decrease the total number of crunches.
Maintaining correct form is vital to properly work the
desired muscles.

Basic Strength Training of the Lower Back
The Bow
Equipment needed exercise mat
Lie on your stomach, hands stretched above your head.
Slowly lift your head and feet off the ground forming a
“bow” with your body. Hold for 3-5 counts and lower.
Repeat five times for a set. Complete two sets with a two
minute rest in between each set.

Opposition Lifts
Equipment needed exercise mat
Kneel on your hands and knees on the exercise mat. Slowly
lift your right arm and your left leg. Hold for a count of five
then slowly lower. Repeat on the other side by raising your
left arm and your right leg for one repetition. Complete 10
repetitions for one set, then rest for two minutes. Perform 2-
3 sets.

continued on the next page

Oblique Crunches

The Bow

continued from the previous page

Crunches
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Annette Musta is a certified person-
al trainer who owns and operates her
own business, ARH Sports and
Fitness in Pensylvania. She has been
shooting for 24 years, but not seri-
ously (she says) until the last five
years. She has been a professional
ballet dancer (which is why she is
known around the ARCO Training
Center as “the dancer”) and is cur-
rently a licensed pilot. She is the
founder and Executive Director of
the Pass the Torch Foundation,
which matches school age children with athletes training for
international competition.
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Ben Hogan was a great competitor. Now you might be asking
yourself, “This isn’t a golf magazine so why is this guy talking
about Ben Hogan?” Before you get too far towards turning the
page, let me explain why.

I took a few years off from shooting for various reasons
(almost 12 years to be exact) and during that time I

allowed myself the luxury of exploring the one childhood
interest that has intrigued me longer than archery –
golf. Along the way I managed to get my handicap
down to five but, more importantly, I began to notice a
number of similarities between the two games. Now that
I have been back shooting for more than a year, I have
brought many things to archery that golf helped to teach
me. I think my successes in both are directly related to one
another.

Now back to Mr. Hogan. Not only was he one of the
greatest golfers but he wrote one of the most influential
books on the golf swing . . . as well as being one of the
shortest. (Golfers, like a lot of archers I know, seem to spend
a lot of time reading magazine articles in search of the great
secrets of the game, so the book being one of the shortest is
a key point.) In it I discovered how to take a complex phys-
ical action and break it down into its component parts and
establish the simplest manner to reassemble them into
the movement I wanted to accomplish. Let’s take a look
at the parts of a golf swing and see if they resemble any-
thing you might know.

Stance – Simply put, your stance establishes your connec-
tion to earth. The only variable that really doesn’t change is
the ground we stand on (except for the California shooter
on occasion). Without a proper and comfortable stance how
can we possibly duplicate the rest of the motion as neces-
sary? So how you stand is really irrelevant, within reason,
but being able to put yourself into the proper body position
demands that your stance be repeated time after time. Your

posture (which so many archers seem to ignore at least
some of the time) is also a direct result of a proper stance.
So it all starts here. Don’t ignore it. 

Grip – The only connection that you have to your equip-
ment is your grip so, as you might think, many golfers con-
sider it the most important part of the swing. It is also the
most important part of my shooting. The only real excep-

tion between golf and archery is the hands are working
independently while shooting but that is irrelevant in
this discussion. Without a solid, repeatable grip on the

bow and on the string the shot can go wrong even before
you draw the bow.

The Backswing/The Draw – Golf taught me that the back-
swing is only really important at the start and the position
at the top. One, the start, determines how you reach the fin-
ish. In shooting starting and finishing the draw with prop-
er position ensures that no unnecessary tension exists that
might hamper the rest of the sequence. What happens in
between the two really is not that important. No great
secret here.

The Downswing/The Aim And Shot – This is where the
rubber hits the road. If you have made all the proper
movements, this part of the shot will happen with so lit-
tle effort that it seems insignificant. The fact that a golf
swing is dynamic and so is a shot differs only in the

speed with which it takes place. The aiming is different in
that aiming in golf takes place in setting your stance. I don’t
see the release of the shot as being any different than sim-
ply swinging a club. If the previous steps are executed
properly, your back tension and release of the string hap-
pen all from the subconscious. As an archer my conscious
mind only helps with the aiming and paying attention to
variables like the wind. We as archers, though, have an
advantage over golfers that some of us choose to exercise

TrainingCross
by Karl Stolleis
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all too little – letting down. But once we do let down, the
shot starts over just as though we had actually loosed the
arrow.

The Followthrough – Much has been written about how to
follow through with a golf club and with a bow. You will see
a number of folks making all kinds of gyrations to comply
with what is considered proper form well after the shot is
gone. Truth is your followthrough, if done consciously, is an
action performed well after the shot is done and so its influ-
ence is only to make you look good. (I call it posing.) Where
the followthrough becomes important is in recognizing that
it is a direct result of the dynamic motions of the shot. If
your followthrough looks good and repeats itself shot after
shot, then it is safe to say that you did everything right. I can
gather enough clues from my own followthrough to tell you
where the arrow is without even looking at the target.
Things like hand position (dropped or high), shoulder posi-
tion, and release hand position all tell me if I made a good
shot. Nothing more. If my followthrough looks odd it
would be wrong to try and correct the followthrough, I
need to correct the shot.

T hat is it. Now for the one
idea that ties all of these

together. When something goes
wrong on a shot most people
go looking for a problem to fix.
They usually find something
and then attempt to fix it. Each of these “band aids” that is
put on a minor problem adds up and turns our attention
from positive thoughts. The way Hogan taught approach-
ing a problem is simple and focuses on the positive. If a shot
goes awry and, since we aren’t perfect, we should expect
bad shots, make sure that on the next shot that we start our
sequence properly and follow it like we already know how. If
you make one good shot it might be luck, but let’s assume
not. And, if you can make one good shot, it exists in your
mind to make good shots time after time. Only through
focusing on the future, not on past mistakes that are now
out of your control, can you recover from mistakes. So clear
your head, and start the sequence over.

Now you might be sitting there thinking that I have left
out a whole bunch of important details, like how to actual-
ly hold the bow, not just talk about how important it is. This
is intentional on my part. There are many good sources to
learn what these details are and I am not going to rehash
hundreds of years of shooting theory. A good coach is also
of great benefit to someone looking to establish good form,
but for each person that “good form” will vary. The most
important thing in establishing form is to be able to repeat
it time and time again, especially under pressure. For me
this is what Hogan‘s theories brought out most vividly.
Simplicity is the key to keeping things under control and
arriving at repeatability. His thought keys helped me sim-
plify my sequence and prioritize my focus on the various
steps. Tie this all together in practice (and lots of it – no

practice, no improvement) and you might begin to see some
good changes. I did.

I look forward to meeting each of you at a tournament
sometime, be it on the archery range or on the golf course,
to discuss whether these ideas do help. I challenge you
either way and remember – have fun, cross-training! 

Karl Stolleis became intrested in archery at
age twelve after going through rehabilita-
tion for a dislocated elbow. Target archery
was soon discovered. He started college at
Texas A&M in the fall of 1986 and was
introduced to Olympic style archery.  After
shooting for two years Karl took a twelve
year hiatus. Then, in the spring of 1999 he
rediscovered the sport and found that ten
years of age and expericence has helped his shooting.  He was
recently added to the Hoyt National Shooting Staff and is look-
ing forward to catching up with even more of his old friends as
well as meeting new ones and figuring out how to shoot plastic
foam animals as well as FITA with a compound bow.

“In Ben Hogan’s book I discovered how to take a
complex physical action and break it down into
its component parts and establish the simplest
manner to reassemble them into the movement.”



T he NFAA Shooter’s School is a 21⁄2 day affair that typi-
cally begins on a Friday afternoon and ends the follow-

ing Sunday evening. Our school was the first weekend in
March. The Master Coaches were Bernie and Jan Pellerite
and our hosts were Gunny and Ingrid Benson and Carter
Allred of Aspen Archery in Carson City, NV. This school is
designed for intermediate to advanced (mostly compound
bow) shooters. We’ll begin with a day-by-day account of our
experiences.

Friday Afternoon
I got off work early on Friday afternoon and raced home to
pick up Claudia, who had packed the car. It isn’t that far
from Grass Valley, CA, where we live, to Carson City, but
there was the small matter of the Sierra Nevada in the way.
We pulled into the parking lot at Aspen Archery at about
5:30. We were the last to arrive. Jan Pellerite was just finish-
ing up videoing each student. We hurried to get our bows
and quivers and got in line. Jan videos each student shoot-
ing an arrow from the side and in a mirror suspended from
the ceiling. These were the “before” pictures and when we
were done, we would each have from 30-60 minutes of video

to take home with us. I
found this very valuable
because it gave me an out-
sider’s viewpoint on my
own form. 

The next thing Jan did
was even more interest-
ing. As each of us, in turn,
held aim on a spot at full
draw (from 20 yd/18 m),
she attached a laser point-
er to our stabilizer so that
it pointed at a target in
another lane (out of our view). We then proceeded to execute
a shot while she videoed the target with the laser dot. These
“laser pictures” gave an excellent (and embarrassing) view
of our aiming abilities. More on these later.

When Jan was done with each of us Bernie then mea-
sured us for draw length. He uses a formula that a span mea-
surement (fingertip-to-fingertip) of 71˝ associates to a draw
length of 28˝. For every 1˝ of span longer or shorter, the draw
is increased or decreased 1⁄2˝. Bernie developed this formula
based on measurements of hundreds of archers and because
most of the of archers coming to the school had draw lengths
much too long. We were then passed on to Aspen Archery’s
staff to effect the changes in draw length. My draw length
was shortened 1⁄2˝ and Claudia‘s almost 2˝ (actually this was
too great of an adjustment to effect without bow surgery,
more on this later).

A fter a short break Bernie began his presentation. The
information comes quickly, but there is plenty of time

for questions. Quite a bit of the presentation concerned aim-
ing as most archers struggle with it. Bernie teaches that

C O M P O U N D T E C H  2 0 0

by Steve Ruis

This article is the first in what we hope will be a series of articles on the shooter’s schools that are available to you. This first article is
on the NFAA Shooter’s School to be followed by one on the NAA’s School. We are also talking to the folks at PSE. If you know of a
school of archery you would like us to cover, please let us know. Ed.
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Recurve shooters also attend the school.

The NFAA 
Shooter’s School
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“you don’t aim with your eyes, you aim with your mind.”
Interestingly he also says that you don’t have to wrestle
your scope or aperture ring on the spot and you don’t have
to struggle to keep it there. We all have a subconscious
capacity to self-center such images and if we just focus (real-
ly, really focus!) on the center of the center of the target, this
subconscious ability will cause the aperture to self-center on
the target. 

Another interesting and provocative statement made
that evening was, “Tune your arrows, not your bow.” I was
quite puzzled at first, but then I sorted it out. Obviously you
need a bow to be fit for your size and strength (draw length
and weight), this I will call “bow fitting.” You also need to
adjust nocking point height and center shot. This I will call
“bow setup.” All the rest (paper tuning, tiller tuning, etc.) is
“bow tuning.” According to Bernie, spending extraordinary
amounts of time tuning your bow is a waste of time (unless
you find it psychologically reassuring). You should be able
to setup a bow in about a half an hour according to Bernie.
As if on cue, it was announced that Claudia’s bow (They
were still trying to adjust its draw length.) had one cable 13⁄8˝
longer than the other, giving the bow two “valleys.” This
was the very same bow that Claudia used to win the 2000
Indoor and 1999 Outdoor California State Field
Championships. “Stop me if I’m lying,” deadpanned

Bernie.
Regarding “tune your arrows,” Bernie advocates match-

ing your arrows, as much as is humanly possible, in weight,
length, etc. even to using the exact same fletching jig  and
nock jig to make sure that all fletches and the nocks are at the
same angle and position. This practice is something that
reduces the randomness of shots.

We finished the day at about 9 PM and Claudia and I
headed for our hotel.

Saturday
In the morning we got more information from Bernie. We
got dialogue, diagrams, demonstrations, video footage of
shooters and equipment in action. The key concept of the
morning was the subconscious learning of a shot sequence
(the sequence of events leading to the completion of the
shot). The most fascinating point to me was the simplified
shot sequence of stand, draw, shoot, aim. That’s right, shoot

comes before aim! The last conscious thing you do in a shot
is to aim. The step of “triggering” your release is a slow
process that takes about 3-4 seconds. Once that is begun, all
you have to do is aim! If you try to aim and consciously trig-
ger the release, your attention will be divided between the
target and the release and you will experience a “flinch” or
“freeze” or some other manifestation of target panic.

It was recommended that you look at the center of the
target when aiming (with all the concentration you can
muster). If you concentrate on the aperture, the arrow will
go where the aperture is; if you concentrate  on the X-ring,
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“My laser dot wandered all over
the target face before descend-
ing on the spot. It stayed there
for about a millisecond before I
“punched” the release.”

“When the release went off 
I almost dropped my bow!
My first deliberate “surprise
release.”

continued on the next page



the arrow will go in the X-ring. This is all part of the sub-
conscious self-correcting process.

F rom late morning on until mid day Sunday, each of us
was scheduled for a private coaching session with

Bernie. The rest of us were free to see the sights or just watch

the other sessions. I was
curious enough to watch
the other sessions and I
am glad I did. I learned a
great deal just listening.
Each session began with a
review of the “before”
video sequences while
Bernie critiqued the
archer‘s form and execu-
tion. Most interesting were
the “laser pictures.” So as
to not embarrass anyone
else, I will embarrass
myself and tell you that
my laser dot wandered all
over the target face before
descending on the spot. It
stayed there for about a
millisecond before I
“punched” the release. (I
used to be a release puncher; I am taking the cure now.) My
laser picture was sort of “middle of the pack.” Later Bernie
showed us the laser picture of a top shooter. The dot started

at the top of the target, descended to the top of the spot and
then into it, then held there for 4-5 seconds before the shot
was loosed.

After reviewing the video tape, Bernie got each of us up
with bow (with our now correct draw length) in front of the
video camera to get us to “feel” a shot correctly executed. In
my case, while I was at full draw, Bernie stuck a finger in my
back (into the rhomboid muscle) and then challenged me to
squeeze his finger. I couldn’t do it. He then lead me through

a series of movements without the bow to give me
the feel of it and then got me up at full draw again.
Again, “Squeeze my finger.” I did, the release went
off and I almost dropped my bow! My first deliber-
ate “surprise release.” After a few more repetitions,
he sent me off to practice on a blank bale.

If you really want to reprogram your shot
sequence it will take from 30 to 60 days of targetless
shooting and hundreds (or thousands) of repeti-
tions. (I am doing these now.) Bernie then recom-
mends that you slowly work your way back into
shooting targets by means of a transition or
“bridge” program, of which he gave several exam-
ples. One of these involves shooting at bigger tar-
gets at close range and then moving to longer dis-
tances and smaller targets. Another involves shoot-
ing at reduced scale targets from short range, then
increasing the scale proportionately as you move
back until you are at the proper distance and target
size.

After watching most of the rest of the sessions I

BCY Ad
Same as in

Jan/Feb
(Vol 4 No 1)

Please Pull Film
”Stand, draw, shoot, aim. That’s
right shoot comes before aim!“

continued from the previous page

A low shoulder, a straight (but not
tense) elbow, and a “low wrist“ grip
creates an almost uncollapsible bow
arm as Bernie demonstrates for
Claudia.
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find that my eye is now tuned to seeing good form. Of
course, good form doesn’t guarantee good shooting, but it
is a great place from which to start! “It’s hard to find a great
archer with bad form, but it’s even harder to find a bad
archer with great form,” said Bernie.

Sunday
After the Sunday morning individual coaching sessions,
Bernie presented more material. If you’ve seen the video
taped school sessions, these were similar but improved
slightly. I ended up taking fifteen pages of notes and felt
like it was the equivalent of trying to take a drink of water
from a fire hose. Quite a lot of information is provided.

The basic school finished up in the late afternoon.
Those of us who opted to take an NFAA Advanced
Instructor Certificate (This is equivalent to about a Level 3
Instructor Certificate from the NAA) stayed on for a rump
session. In this session, the mechanics and business of
coaching were covered. Again with handouts, diagrams,
video, etc.

Is It Any Good? 
Both Claudia and I found the school to be particularly valu-
able, especially the one-on-one sessions with Bernie. But,
the proof is always in the outcome and luckily one of the

students in our
session was
back for a
r e f r e s h e r
(repeating stu-
dents attend
for half price).
His name is
Rob Spenser
and he had
attended the
school a year
earlier in the
same shop.
Prior to that
first school Rob
had been
shooting scores
of 225 and

under on NFAA “300” indoor rounds (12 ends of 5 arrows,
5-4-3 scoring). He had then a 80 pound, 30˝ draw bow. He
now has a 65 pound and 27.5˝ draw. After taking the school
and doing all of the “homework,”  he is regularly shooting
scores of 300 . . . with 50-55 Xs! He had come back to the
school because . . . he really wanted the other 5 Xs! 

This apparently is not an isolated story as Bernie had a
pile of letters from other students who had got similar
results.

The bottom line is that if you just want to shoot for fun,
you can do just that. But, if you want to perform at a high
level, you will find there is a recipe for doing just that and,
if you take this school and “do the homework,” you too
will be shooting spectacular scores.

The Particulars
Tuition is $250 per student and you can repeat the school
for half price. With that you get binder full of instructional
materials (91 pages), your personalized session video tape,
and a free video tape from Robinhood Videos. You also get
a discount on the six-volume School videos or if you
already have the videos, you get a discount on the school.
The host shop or club receives 10% of the tuitions collected.
Schools already scheduled are listed in Archery, the official
magazine of the NFAA and on the NFAA’s website. If your
shop or club wants to host a school, contact Jan and Bernie
Pellerite, Robinhood Videos, 1036 Arcaro Dr., Gahanna,
OH 43230, phone 614.933.0011, fax 614.933,0010, email
AskBernie@ aol.com or ICurePanic@aol.com.
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Steve Ruis is a field archer who lives in Grass Valley, CA. He is
the Editor of this Magazine.
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Are you new to the sport of archery? Just bought a bow and you
have gotten past the introductory lesson at your archery shop?
Have you been shooting awhile and see no improvement? Want to
start shooting tournaments but don’t know where to start? If you
said yes to any of the questions above, it’s time to start looking for
an archery club to join. There are two main types of archery clubs,
FITA (Fédération Internationale de Tir a l’Arc) archery orien-
tated clubs, and field archery clubs. The FITA clubs have a ten-
dency to be more target archery or Olympic style archery, while the
field clubs to expose you to the aspects of hunting (shooting at
3D/paper animals, walking through wooded areas, etc.). I will con-
centrate on the values of a FITA Club for this article.

The reasons for joining a FITA club are:
•Networking – learning more about FITA archery
•Seeking advice or coaching to improve your shooting

(especially Olympic recurve shooting)
•Getting started in shooting organized tournaments (club,

local, state, national)
•Meeting people with the same interests to have fun.
As you can see there are many reasons to join a club. First,
you must find a club that will meet your needs and interests,
before you join. Sometimes it is
difficult to find the “Perfect FITA
Club” for the simple fact that
FITA clubs are few and far apart.
Even though they are not abun-
dant, look for a club near you that
will meet most of your needs. The
National Archery Association
(NAA) should be able to furnish you with a list of clubs in
your area or state or someone to contact (or try
www.usarchery.org Ed.).

These are the things I feel make a good club—JOAD
(Junior Olympic Archery Development) or Adult—and

some of the things you should ask the club’s contact person.
If the club you are interested in offers any of the things
below, you can bet they are active in the FITA archery world. 
•See if the club offers coaching or if there are any coaches

that are members of the club you are interested in.
•Ask if the club is active in tournaments (putting them on

or going to them).

•Find out if the club puts on archery seminars.
•Ask how many “Club Shoots” they have a month/year.
•Ask about the location of their shoots, both indoor and

outdoor. 
If a club doesn’t offer coaching you can still “pick the

brains” of club members and see if they would be willing to
help you. (I find most archers are willing to help.) Or you
can find out through the members who to contact for advice
or coaching. This is the networking aspect of joining a club.

When you feel it’s time for (or you get talked into) your
first FITA tournament, a club is a good source of infor-

mation on what the tournament rules and regulations are
and for information on how tournaments run in general.
Usually a club will have “Club Shoots” to simulate how a
particular tournament is run. By participating in local Club
Shoots you gain experience in shooting organized tourna-
ments. This experience will lessen the chances of you having
a bad time at tournaments. Going into a tournament away
from the friendly climate of your home club could be a scary
and demoralizing experience if you just jumped in headfirst.
Besides, it’s more fun if you can share your first tournament

experience with fellow club
members present at the tourna-
ment, after the first day of shoot-
ing.

The most important reason to
join a club is to meet new people,
share experiences, and have lots
of fun. If you have ever met me at

a tournament, or know someone who knows me, the first
thing you notice or they remember about me is my “laugh.”
I always have fun when I go to tournaments. I owe this abil-
ity to my fellow club members and to all of the archers who
have helped me along the way in my career.

These are just a few advantages of joining a FITA
archery club. If you have the drive to better your shooting,
start competing, or just want to meet more people who share
your interest in archery, ask for directions, then find your
way to the nearest FITA Club today.

Oh, and Have Fun!
(Meet Brooks Matsuda on page 20. Ed.)

R E C U R V E  T E C H  1 0 0

by Brooks Matsuda

“Want to start shooting tour-
naments but don’t know
where to start? It’s time to
start looking for an archery
club to join.”

Lost? Don’t Know Where to Go?
Join a FITA Club!
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The Benefits of Belonging 
to a Field Archery Club

by Charley Washburn

There you are. You have just obtained a new “whosi-whatsits,”
super speed bow and can’t wait to get it to the back yard to try it
out. You know it will never miss. The advertising in the archery
magazine at the local supermarket said so. The “old hickory” bow
that you had picked up at the yard sale six months ago will now
be retired in favor of this new “red baby.” You exit the back door
through the garage out to where you have stuffed a cardboard box
with newspaper for a backstop. The vision of the broken fence
boards from the last few times you shot “old hickory” are all but
faded now, as you slip an arrow onto the string, draw the arrow
back (feeling in complete control) and let fly. Wow! You didn’t
even see the arrow as it passed over the backstop where it came to
rest protruding through one of the fence boards. It doesn’t take
many more shots into the fence for you to conclude that shooting
in the back yard is maybe not the best idea. Now the question is—
where can you go to try out this new bow in a safe and suitable
manner?

After ruling out the local park, the local school yard, the
open field with horses at the edge of town, and the for-

est lands (some 100 miles away), you recall that you saw an
archery range sign down in the wooded canyon near the
creek. You drive down and pull
up to the gate only to find a sign
“Members Only.” Now what
can you do? Maybe you’ll go
home and try shooting from the
living room down the hall into
the open closet at the end. 

Does the above scenario
sound familiar? Most of you reading this magazine who
have been involved in archery for any length of time have
either had these very experiences or at least know someone
else who has. It is not very difficult to understand the initial
benefit of belonging to a field archery club. 

Field Archery clubs with shooting ranges are found
throughout the United States and in most other countries.
They are very likely to exist near your own local communi-
ty. Unfortunately, it has been said that “archery is the best
kept secret in the world.” Here in my area, within an
approximate 50 mile driving radius of Sacramento,
California, there are five field archery clubs with field
ranges. It always amazes me to hear from the “unattached”

archers that I meet, who have no idea as to the existence of
these clubs and ranges. Try as they may, the clubs and the
local pro shops are not getting the message out to the gen-
eral public and to “unattached” archers.

Both the National Field Archery Association (NFAA)
and the International Field Archery Association (IFAA)
maintain web sites which also link most of the State
Archery Associations. The State Archery Associations are
more than happy to advise any interested archer about the
location of clubs and ranges. However, it does require some
action by the individual archer to seek out the information.

The progression of skills and self confidence in the sport
to a new or “unattached” archer who becomes a mem-

ber of a field archery club cannot be overstated. Although
there are many books and videos available to the archer
describing the various aspects and fundamentals of shoot-
ing form, technique, and equipment setup, nothing can
match the personal assistance of experienced archers with-
in a club structure. These archers are more than willing to
share their knowledge with you. Not only will you benefit
from the knowledge of these experienced archers but you

will have a greater opportunity
to observe them put into prac-
tice the very skills they teach. I
have often said to many archers
seeking advice that the best
advice I can give them is to
observe those skilled archers
very carefully. There is much to

be gained. 
Originally developed as a way to improve shooting

skills from variable distances and terrain and to attract the
hunting archer into an organized and formalized structure,
field archery has become the most diverse of all the archery
shooting games. In no other archery game will you find the
diversity of equipment, shooting styles, target terrain or
individual archers that exists in field archery. Most field
archery clubs in their desire to maintain the heritage of the
sport are very careful to insure that field archery games pro-
vide interest to both the hunting archer as well as the target
archer. Most clubs have integrated 3D archery targets into
many of the standard archery games and include many

“Now what can you do? May-
be you’ll go home and try
shooting from the living
room down the hall into the
open closet at the end.”

continued on the next page
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social functions and special “fun shoots” for the member-
ship.

Field archery cubs are generally affiliated with state,
national, and/or international associations which conduct
tournaments and foster competition within their affiliated
memberships. Membership in the field archery clubs and
their affiliations allow the members to receive “classifica-
tion cards” to compete at tournaments in their individual
shooting styles and classes for recognition and awards.
Members additionally receive newsletters advising them of
various events and containing many articles by well estab-
lished archers to assist in equipment tuning and shooting
techniques. The old “cop out” of “I just hunt” or “I only
compete with myself” or the “I am not a joiner “ is not valid
in field archery. Field archery clubs have gone to great
lengths to provide something for everyone. 

Although there is hesitance in new or inexperienced
archers to participate with, or ask questions of, other (read
“more skilled”) archers and therefore they develop a ten-
dency to “go it alone,” you must realize that not one of us
was born with a bow attached to his hand (although there
are a couple of people that I wonder about). Every experi-
enced archer is aware that he/she started somewhere and
where you may be now is where they have already been.

M ost standard field archery tournaments such as state,
regional and national tournaments require member-

ship for recognition and awards. And a great many “open
shoots” are now requiring such membership for awards
even though you as an “unattached archer” can shoot in the
“guest” class. Also, many of the clubs sponsoring open
shoots are allowing discounted entry fees not available to
the “guest” archer. From this you can see that your mem-
bership in a field archery club and it’s affiliates entitles you
to very visible and tangible benefits.

Contrary to a belief popular with many individuals,
current governmental allowances and policies concerning
the sport of archery (whether it be bowhunting or even the
continuing existence of shooting ranges) are not guaranteed
in the future without a personal involvement of archers.
The field archery clubs and their affiliations with State,
National and International organizations provide necessary
representation at all levels to insure that archery interests
are taken into consideration. Field archery clubs provide
the “front line” of that representation. 

In the 40 years I have been involved in organized
archery, I have been a member of five field archery clubs
(two at the same time in one instance). I have been directly
involved in starting two new clubs and constructing two
new shooting ranges from scratch. In one case the new club
was formed in a small rural community in the central val-
ley of California and we never constructed more than 7 tar-
gets for our range. We set up our shooting situations to
shoot a 14 target field course on those 7 targets. The most
recent club I was instrumental in starting is in the small
rural community of Nevada City, California and this club

has now constructed two complete 28 target field courses.
One of the targets from that range is shown on the cover of
Vol. 4, No. 2 of this Magazine. Now that I feel qualified to
make my next statements, here they are. 

There is no doubt in my mind that belonging to a field
archery club is the best move you can make towards
increasing your enjoyment of the sport. The camaraderie
and friendships with the many other involved individuals
and families is especially rewarding. Archery is truly a fam-
ily–oriented sport and the activities of most clubs are for-
mulated around maintaining those family relationships.
The expression of ideas, the sharing of experiences, the
mutual understanding of the goals, aspirations, and pas-
sions for the sport and the pride in your own organization
is what it is all about. If there is an existing club that you can
become involved with, do it. If you can’t find a club any-
where that you can reasonably get to, start one. It only takes
five members to charter a club with the NFAA.

What are the benefits of belonging to a field archery
club? The benefit to field archery is incalculable. The bene-
fits to you are what you are willing to make of it.

Take care and good luck, 
Charley

continued from the previous page

continued from page 18
Brooks Matsuda has 15 years of archery experience being
President of the State Archers of California, President of the
Sacramento Archery Club, and President of the Discovery Park
Archery Foundation. He is an NAALevel III Coach and is cur-
rently ranked 6th in California. Brooks has been ateam member
for the California Duel in the Desert twice and has been ranked
as high as 35th nationally.

Charley Washburn is an avid
tournament archer and bow-
hunter. He hunts elk, deer, and
small game. He holds the current
male barebow indoor record as
well as being  the co-holder of
three California State Field
records in the same class. He has
won championships in the NFAA
at the national level in indoor
marked 3D competition as well as
holding numerous state, section-
al, and world titles.

(Charley is too modest to say so, but he has given unstint-
ingly of his time to 4H kids and uncountable numbers of adults
(including me) to help them become better archers. Ed.)
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Coaches are expected to give feedback, to let their students know
when they’re on track, as well as to correct problems when they
see them. But, how do coaches know whether they are providing
feedback in a helpful way? 

O ne way is to encourage students to give feedback to
their coaches! In other words, feedback has to flow in

both directions for it to be most effective. To the coaches in
my Level 3 and 4 Certification Courses, I recommend they
give their students an evaluation form (see box insert). Of
course, students may not be completely honest in filling
out such an evaluation, especially if they’re afraid of upset-
ting you or hurting your feelings. To increase honesty lev-
els on your evaluation forms:
• Make the evaluations

anonymous. Tell your stu-
dents not to put their
names anywhere on the
form.

• Handwriting can be identified. Evaluations that require
writing down comments are less anonymous than those
that require circling or checking answers. Give students
permission not to write anything down if they wish to
remain completely anonymous.

• Have everyone use the same color pens.
• Have another adult pass out the evaluations without the

coach present. This adult, rather than another student,
should also collect the evaluation forms.

• As their coach, explain the importance of feedback and
their honesty. Explain how, in learning to be the best
coach that you can, you are not always aware of things
you do that aren’t helpful or are even hurtful. Be honest
with the fact that you, too, make mistakes. 

• After collating the feedback from the evaluations, hold
a team meeting. Provide the results, the changes you
will be working to make, and how you think your stu-
dents can help you make those changes.
To illustrate this last point, I recall teaching an intro-

ductory psychology course at the University of Montana.
From mid-semester evaluation forms, I learned that I was
saying “um” much too often during my lectures. I asked
the class to, um, help me change this, um, obnoxious
behavior by having them clap each time an “um” slipped
from my lips. Needless to say, the first ten minutes of this
exercise was pure torture. My heart was pounding and I
completely lost focus on what I was lecturing because they
were clapping every few seconds! And, of course, my anx-
iety increased the frequency in which I said “um.”
However, with such immediate, embarrassing feedback, I
was able to curb my obnoxious habit within one class peri-
od. Well, um, most of the time.

Making Sense of 
the Evaluation Results
The first thing to remem-
ber in reading your evalu-
ations is that most stu-

dents will rate you higher than you deserve. Most students
put their coaches on a pedestal and assume that the way
you coach must be best for what they need. Additionally,
many students have little else to compare you with if
you’ve been their only coach. So, be humble about glowing
reports. Don’t assume there is no need for improvement.

When students are completely honest, there probably
will be some feedback that is less than positive. This is the
whole point of the evaluation. I encourage you to read the
evaluations with an open mind, with an attitude of curios-
ity, and not to get defensive. If your first reaction in read-
ing that you tend to be critical of mistakes is to think “I am
not!” then your chances of discovering just how you may
be critical are slim. Instead, think “Wow, I didn’t realize
that! I wonder what I’m doing that is perceived as critical?”
and then begin to examine your behavior. Also, don’t beat
yourself up for not being the perfect coach: it is very difficult
for human beings to objectively observe themselves.

Because the evaluation form that I have provided is

M E N TA L  S K I L L S

Becoming a Better Coach
by Lisa Franseen, Ph.D.

Sport Psychology Consultant to the NAA

Getting Feedback From Your Students

“Many students have little else to
compare you with so, be humble
about glowing reports.”



meant to be anonymous, it will not give you specific feed-
back from each individual student. It will only give you
general information and a collective perception of your
coaching style. For example, you may perceive yourself to
be a very reinforcing coach who gives lots of praise. If you
find that your students only checked a couple of the posi-
tive-feedback-indicators then you may want to change your
self-perception, become more aware of the type of feedback
you do provide, and practice giving more praise. 

If you find so much variation in the responses that is
becomes unhelpful, your next step might be to have an indi-
vidual meeting with each student to better evaluate what
they need from you. For example, let’s take the question on
the evaluation that asks “What would you like your coach
to do when you are not performing the way you had
hoped?” If half of your students say “Leave me alone and
don’t say anything” and the other half says “Encourage me
to do my best” then you need to find out who needs what.
If you don’t, then you have a 50% chance of doing the
wrong thing.

When Evaluations Can’t Be Anonymous
For coaches who only work with one or two students, keep-
ing the evaluation anonymous is close to impossible. Don’t
try to convince your students it’s anonymous when it’s not;
they’ll figure it out. Be open that the evaluation is not
anonymous and invite them to be as honest as they can.
Seeking feedback is still worth the effort, regardless of how
many or few students you coach.

A Word for Parent/Coaches
When a coach is also the parent of an archer, things get
more complicated. It is only the most open and commu-
nicative relationships that can withstand constructive criti-
cism. A child, more often than not, will be too fearful to give
their parent/coach honest feedback. Parental approval for a
child far outweighs their own needs. A child is inviting con-
demnation if he/she tells a parent that there is too much

pressure to shoot or that the parent gets mad when the child
hasn’t performed well. My recommendation is not to coach
your own child. For reasons too many to list for our discus-
sion here, coaching one’s child is just too complicated.

In summary, this is what I think is perhaps the most
important consequence or effect of seeking your stu-

dent’s feedback. In modeling your openness to their thoughts
and feelings, your students will in turn be more open to your
thoughts and feelings. In illustrating your commitment to admit-
ting mistakes, learning from them, and always working to
improve, your students will be more apt to do the same. And
there you have another important life lesson learned from
the sport of archery! Good luck to you all in seeking the
truth.

Dr. Lisa Franseen is a clinical and
sport psychologist in Denver,
Colorado and works with athletes
throughout the U.S. She first began
working with archery in 1994 while
at the Olympic Training Center in
Colorado Springs. From there, she
has continued to help archers of all
levels improve their performance
through mental skills training,
including elite archers at USAT

training camps, international competitions, and the Olympic
Games. Lisa also teaches sport psychology for the NAA Level 3
and 4 Archery Coaching Certification Courses.

“In illustrating your commitment
to admitting mistakes, learning
from them, and always working
to improve, your students will
be more apt to do the same.”

“Most students will rate you
higher than you deserve.”
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COACH EVALUATION FORM
Please don’t put your name anywhere on this form so that your responses can be anonymous. 

I want to be the best coach that I can, just as I want you to be the best shooter you can. In order
for me to best help you, it’s important for me to know what you think, and how you feel, about
my coaching. Your honesty is appreciated.

Please rate each statement on a scale of 1 to 5. Not at all. Very true.
My coach believes in my ability to perform. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach is available to help me. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach spends equal time coaching me and others. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach puts too much pressure on me. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach understands me and what I need. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach answers my questions clearly. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach gets mad if I don’t perform well. 1 2 3 4 5
I know what my coach expects of me. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach listens to me carefully. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach stays positive even when I’m not shooting well. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach is critical of my mistakes. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach believes in my ability to perform. 1 2 3 4 5
My coach praises me when I’ve improved on something. 1 2 3 4 5

Put a check beside those things your coach does to give you positive feedback:
_____ body signs (e.g. thumbs up, clapping hands)
_____ physical contact (e.g. pat on back, high five)
_____ facial signs (e.g. smiles, nods, winks)
_____ praise about you (e.g. “good effort”)
_____ praise about your shooting skills (e.g. “strong bow arm”)
_____ other (please specify ___________________________________________ )

From the examples above, how do you best like to be given positive feedback? 
______________________________________________________________________

Put a check beside those things your coach does that let you know he or she is upset with you:
_____ looks angry _____ embarrasses you in front of others
_____ shakes head _____ ignores (the ”silent treatment”)
_____ rolls eyes _____ pretends there’s nothing wrong
_____ turns away _____ talks about you behind your back
_____ teases _____ yells
_____ threatens _____ frowns
_____ other (please specify _________________________________________ )

What would you like your coach to do when he or she thinks you need correcting?
_________________________________________________________________________

What would you like your coach to do when you are not performing the way you had hoped?
At practice: ______________________________________________________________

At competition: __________________________________________________________

Is your coach doing these things?  Yes or No  (circle one)

What would you like to do more often during practice and explain why:
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The Japanese have long linked the shooting of a bow with the
condition of the human spirit. Archery is not traditionally a
sport in Japan, but an art form intimately tied to Zen
Buddhism. The practice of Kyudo, “The Way of the Bow,” is
dedicated to physical, moral, and spiritual development, and it
is a cherished part of Japan’s national heritage. This contrasts
greatly with archery in the United States. Here archery is,
almost without exception, a recreation devoid of religious or
philosophical overtones. Certainly, there are bowhunters who
acknowledge a spiritual aspect to bowhunting, but this has
more to do with hunting itself than it does the act of shooting
an arrow. 

Few Western archers are aware of what might be called the
philosophical side of archery. And that’s too bad, as there is
much to be gained by studying the Zen of archery. This is what
this article is about. It’s an introduction to some of the princi-
ples of Zen and Kyudo, with some thought as to how these prin-
ciples might be applied to tournament archery.

What is Zen?
Zen isn’t a religion. Nor is it a moral philosophy. What is
it then? A Zen Master will tell you that it is unknowable
and indescribable . . . if he talks about it at all. The goal of
Zen is “experience, not understanding.”

Kyudo is one way to approach the Zen experience.
The bow and arrow, however, are “only a  pretext for
something that could happen just as well without them.”
For the practitioner of Kyudo, mastery can be achieved
without an arrow ever hitting a target. 

After reading the last two paragraphs, you might
wonder how a tournament archer could possibly benefit
from Zen since it is “unknowable” and not concerned
with hitting the target. But, Zen is practical. It provides a
way of living and doing despite its elusive nature, espe-
cially for the tournament archer. Zen lives in sports, in the
arts, and in the most routine aspects of daily life.

Let me apologize if I incorrectly state or misinterpret
some of the tenants of Zen or Kyudo. In Kyudo, a person
who shoots only to count points is missing the point of
archery. My intent here isn’t just to offer tips on how to
shoot better, but also to encourage others to look for more

out of archery. I am not a Zen Buddhist or a student of
Kyudo nor do I consider myself an expert on these sub-
jects. 

If this article stirs you to learn more about Zen or
Kyudo, I suggest you read the books I’ve listed in the last
section. Most of the information and all of the quotes I’ve
used in this article come from these books.

Shooting must be like flowing water. This is one of the
more famous sayings in Zen archery. It refers to the fluid,
yet controlled power and grace, of a perfect shot. Some
might consider this saying to be too mystical or poetic to
be useful, but in fact it is based upon sound physiological
and psychological principles. Shooting is ‘easy’ when you
shoot with good form, when your body is strong, and
when you have the right mental attitude. If you’re strug-
gling in any way during your shot sequence, then you
haven’t achieved a balance of mind, body, and technical
skill. The water isn’t flowing, it’s trickling or on a wild
rampage.

The shot must fall from the archer like snow falling off
a leaf. The leaf holds the weight of the snow, but then
bends to let it slide off. Sudden. Graceful. Without intent.
A good release is also said to be like this. A good release
is also like a baby letting go of a parent’s finger. The baby
holds on to the finger with amazing strength, but then
simply lets go without the slightest jerk. This occurs
because the baby isn’t thinking about letting go. Like the
leaf, it just does. 

This saying helps Kyudo practitioners learn to release
the string without conscious thought. This is the all
important subconscious release that tournament shooters,
both finger and release shooters, must also cultivate. 

Put the thought of hitting right out of your mind. For
the Zen archer, shooting with a “right mind” is more
important than hitting the target. Concentration on hit-
ting detracts from the Zen goal of self improvement and
discovery.

For the tournament archer, concern about where the
arrow hits can all too easily lead to a self-imposed pres-
sure overload. Concentrating on ‘form’ rather than points
eventually leads to not having to worry about where the

SPECIAL FEATURE

by Mark Timney

The Zen of ArcheryThe Archery of Zen
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arrow will hit. It will hit center because you’ve mastered
form.

One shot, one life. Whether one thousand arrows or
ten thousand, each one must be new.  

Zen is dedicated to ‘living in the now’ and to experi-
encing as much of ‘the now’ as possible. The tournament
archer must also live in the now, one arrow at a time.
Worry about a poor shot earlier in the round, or about the
arrows yet to come, will likely lead to more poorly shot
arrows. It also takes the fun out of shooting. 

The Zen archer aims at himself. Zen practitioners take
delight in their mistakes. Mistakes show them how they
can improve themselves. They aim at self improvement.
Also, there can be no perfect shot in Zen. “Any shot, even
one that is seemingly perfect, can be
improved.... [perhaps] Not on a techni-
cal level, because technical skill is lim-
ited (the body will age and physical
ability will deteriorate), but the spirit
has unlimited potential for improve-
ment. The reward comes not from the
attainment of perfection, but from its
unending pursuit.”

For the tournament archer, shoot-
ing to get better, rather than winning,
will likely lead to winning (although
that’s not truly the point here). At the
very least, it will make shooting more
enjoyable and personally rewarding.
You can’t truly lose with this type of
thinking. There is no disappointment
in being beaten by another archer. You
can’t deny other shooters an opportu-
nity to improve themselves. In fact,
they’re helping you by showing you
it’s possible for you to shoot better too!

Emotion “When negative thoughts or actions enter
into shooting, the mind becomes clouded and the shoot-
ing is spoiled . . . making it impossible to separate fact
from falsehood. Anger, for example, creates excessive ten-
sion in the body which makes for a forced release.
”Simply put, anger only makes it harder to discover what
you’re doing wrong on the range.

“You . . . should not grieve over bad shots; learn now
not to rejoice over the good ones. You must free yourself
from the buffetings of pleasure and pain, and learn to rise
above them in easy equanimity . . . .” Basking in pleasure
is only slightly better than being angry. It too removes
your thoughts from where they should be.

Concentration The state of consciousness known as
mushin, or ‘no mind,’ is central to Kyudo. Mushin isn’t the
elimination of thought, “It is the elimination of the rem-
nants of thought: that which remains when thought is
divorced from action. In mushin, thought and action
occur simultaneously. Nothing comes between the
thought and the action, and nothing is left over.” 

But, if you become so engrossed in the process of con-
centration that you move from a state of awareness (alert,

calm, and undisturbed) into a trance-like state (mono
focus) you’ll lose all sensitivity to the world around you
and to your shooting. Concentration at its highest level is
broadly focused.

Meditation Meditation is a critical part of Zen. It’s an
opportunity to fully relax and “realize a tranquil heart
and clear mind.” Obviously, you can’t take time out dur-
ing a round to meditate, but you can take a few minutes
before you step on the range to clear your mind. You can
also use several seconds before each shot as a sort of a
‘meditative moment’ to settle yourself and sharpen your
concentration for the job ahead.

There is more to meditation than can be addressed
here, but breathing correctly, and the ability to concen-

trate on your breathing, is necessary if
you’re going to reach a meditative
state. Full breathing— breathing that
fills your stomach rather than lifts
your shoulders— helps you achieve
focus. It also helps reduce nervousness
and preps your mind and body for
superior performance.

Once you’ve relaxed into a medi-
tative state, repeatedly envision your
shot sequence through every step. See
the arrow hit exactly where you’re
aiming, and be mindful of what the
physical sensations are with each step.
Don’t worry if you’re unable to follow
a sequence through without having
outside thoughts creep in. This even
happens to Zen Masters. Just do what
they do: Simply acknowledge to your-
self that you had an outside thought
and then go back to your meditation.
Acknowledging outside thoughts,

without worrying about them or trying to chase them
away (even if you don’t like them), will eventually lead to
fewer outside thoughts.

Further Reading
The following books are a perfect introduction to Zen and
Kyudo: Zen in the Art of Archery by Eugene Herrigel;
Kyudo, The Essence and Practice of Japanese Archery by
Hideharu Onuma with Dan and Jackie DeProspero; Zen
to Go, compiled and edited by Jon Winokur; The Secret
Power Within, Zen Solutions to Real Problems by Chuck
Norris; and, The Miracle of Mindfulness, a Manual on
Meditation by Thich Nhat Hanh. The first two books are
specifically about Zen archery, while the latter three are
about using Zen in day-to-day life. I recommend these
books highly.

ARCHERY FOCUS Volume 4, Number 4, 2000

Also by Mark Timney is A Bowhunter’s Guide to the Ol-
ympics on page 6.
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Denise Parker

Q How does it feel to
make your third Ol-

ympic Team?

A It feels great! After not
making the 1996 Ol-

ympic Team, I thought my
competitive archery career
could be over forever. Even
when I decided to try for
the 2000 Olympics, there
was always that wonder of
whether I could really come back and make another team.
Everything just seemed to come together perfectly and I am
so excited about the opportunities for this team.

Q How will your training this year differ from other
years?

A My training will be very different because I have a
full-time job. All of my training for past Olympics had

been done while I was going to school, so of course I had a
lot more time. Now it is very difficult. I have to try to shoot
on my lunch break and then again when I get off work. It is
very difficult to leave in the middle of projects to go shoot.
Then it is difficult to keep my focus on shooting. But I feel
very good about my training and sometimes these types of
environments actually make you work harder and focus
more when you do get to the field.

Q Other than the Olympic Games, what tournaments are
you most looking forward to this year, and why?

A I think the Grand Prix tournaments will be the most
beneficial for me. Mostly because it has been since

1995 that I have participated in international competition.
My first international event was last year at the World
Championships and I seemed to feel out of sync there. I
think that having a couple of Grand Prixs this year is really
going to give me back the feel of international competiton.
At that level everything seems higher and usually it pushes
my performance even higher as well.

Q Are there any special sacrifices you are making this
year to accommodate your preparations for the

Olympic Games?

A Actually I think my employer, HoytUSA, has made
more sacrifices than I. They have been really great

about giving me time off of work to travel to competitions
and train. Most people would have to quit their jobs in
order to be able to travel the way we do, but fortunately I
have a great company backing me.

Q What is the biggest motivation in your training?

A I need a companion to the Bronze medal our team won
in the 1988 Olympics. I think we have one of the best

womens’ teams we have ever had and I am excited about our
possiblities not only in the team event, but in individual com-
petition as well. Knowing that you are that close to being able
to bring home an Olympic medal is motivation enough!
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Olympic Team Interviews
—Denise Parker and Rod White  
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This is the third of a three-part series leading up to the Olympic Games in which members of the 2000 U.S. Olympic Team answer
questions about their preparation for the Games. This final installment features Olympic Team members Denise Parker of Salt Lake
City, Utah and Rod White of Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.

Denise Parker
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QWho do you think will be your toughest competition
at the Olympic Games (individual and country)?

A I think definitely Korea. They have always been such
a tough team. Every individual on their team is capa-

ble of winning. Also Turkey has some great shooters. There
are many, many tough competitiors including Alison
Williamson, (Natalia) Nazaridze, (Elif) Altinkinyak,
(Natalia) Valeeva and many, many more. It should be fun!

Rod White

QHow does it feel to
compete at your second

straight Olympic Games?

A The first time around, I
thought it would be

just another tournament, or
at least tried to look at it that
way. But take it that way
and it jumps up and bites
you. This time, though, I
think I’ll be a little more pre-

pared and I’m looking forward to the event with a lot more
confidence.

Q How will your training this year differ from other
years?

A Since my shoulder injury near the end of the ’96 trials,
I have fought to shoot well with lighter weight bows.

I’ve now adopted a new system of weight lifting and shoot-
ing in alternating days to allow me to shoot the 52 lbs. I’ve
done so well with in the past.

Q Other than the Olympic Games, what tournaments are
you most looking forward to this year, and why?

A I’m looking forward to the completion of Mathew’s
new recurve and am confident it will shoot well for

me. That’s where my focus lies at this point. When every-
thing is settled there then I’ll work solely on my shot exe-
cution. I think it’s best to shoot and have fun, especially in
today’s Olympic round. If you focus on specific events and
wins, you’ll just get burned.

Q Are there any special sacrifices you are making this
year to accommodate your preparations for the

Olympic Games?

A I have a family now, my wife Maria and son Cole
(although too young to speak, let alone understand)

are making the biggest sacrifice. I quit my job and started a
roofing business and taking small, quick jobs to get by
through the summer and help pay bills. It’s definitely hard
on us all to sacrifice the income in the hopes it will pay off
in the end. But my wife is 100% behind me and knows those
sacrifices have to be made.

Q What is the biggest motivation in your training?

AMy wife and son.

Q Who do you think will be your toughest competition
at the Olympic Games (individual and country)?

A I think at the Olympic level anyone can win, and not
necessarily with fantastic scores. If you look at previ-

ous games, the winners scores are traditionally not earth
shattering, but the team rounds are always strong.
Statistically our best chance at a medal is the team round,
and that’s where I think our focus should be. I’ve always
liked the team rounds best, shooting last in position usual-
ly gives me less time and more pressure, that’s when I usu-

ally perform best and having the confidence of
your team members in you and your trust in them
really makes it special. Individually I think it’s
almost always luck of the draw, especially at the
games. You might shoot against the best archer in
the world with his lowest match score in years, or
the worst archer on the field with his best score
ever. All you can do is shoot your shot and hope for
the best.

Rod White
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T he 2000 United States Women’s Olympic Team defeated
three higher-ranked countries in capturing the team

gold medal at the XIII Golden Arrow Grand Prix
Tournament in Antalya, Turkey, April 20-23. The U.S. was
ranked #8 on the FITA World Ranking List entering the
event.

After failing to advance any of its members into the final
day of the individual elimination round, the U.S. team of
Janet Dykman (El Monte, CA), Denise Parker (Salt Lake
City, UT) and Karen Scavotto (Enfield, CT) rebounded
strongly in the team round. They began the team event with
a 231-228 defeat of #10 Russia, then went on to beat #2
Germany (234-232) and #6 China (234-230) to advance to the
gold medal match against host country and #4-ranked
Turkey. Despite the pouring rain, the U.S. handed Turkey a
228-226 defeat to win the gold. China won the bronze
medal.

In the final individual rankings, Scavotto finished 14th,
Dykman was 23rd and Parker placed 33rd. 

Parker was 15th after the Qualification Round with a 72-
arrow score of 609, followed by Dykman in 18th (606) and
Scavotto in 27th (603) in the field of 100. Olympic Team
reserve Jessica Carlson (Westland, Mich.) finished 80th with
a score of 553.

Parker lost to Turkey’s Natalia Nasaridze in the opening
match of the Elimination Round, 162-160. Dykman defeated
Svetlana Zhigzhitova of Russia, 156-150, before losing to
Nasaridze, 165-152. Scavotto beat Sylvie Pissis of France,
159-153, and Yu Hui of China, 144-142, before losing to
eventual bronze medallist Barbara Mensing of Germany,
155-151. Khatuna Purkaradze of Georgia defeated Wiebke
Nulle of Germany, 106-105, for the gold.

T he U.S. Men’s Olympic Team of Butch Johnson
(Woodstock, CT.), Rod White (Waterloo, IA) and Vic

Wunderle (Mason City, IL) finished fifth in the team round
despite posting the second highest score in the quarterfinals
during their 253-247 loss to eventual gold medallist Italy.
The U.S. defeated Ukraine, 245-240 to advance to the quar-
terfinals. The Netherlands won the silver and Great Britain
captured the bronze.

In the individual competition, Johnson finished tied for
19th and Wunderle finished tied for 22nd.

Wunderle was 11th in the field of 122 after the
Qualification Round with a score of 646, followed by
Johnson in 39th (633), Olympic Team reserve Jason
McKittrick (Holton, Ind.) in 66th (619) and White in 86th
(608).

Wunderle defeated Germany’s Stefan Grimm, 167-151,
in the opening Elimination Round match before losing to
Italy’s Matteo Bisiani, 163-162. Johnson beat Norway’s Lars-
Erik Humlekjaer, 165-152, before dropping a 167-164 deci-
sion to Cuba’s Juan Carlos Stevens. Italy’s Michele Frangilli
won the gold, Russia’s Iouri Leontiev captured the silver
and Poland’s Grzegorz Targonski took the bronze.

U.S. Women 
Win Gold in Turkey
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Welzheim, Germany

U.S. Olympic Team member Butch Johnson (Woodstock,
CT) defeated Jocelyn DeGrandis of France to win the

bronze medal at the 17th Grand Prix Tournament of
Nations on May 27. Johnson defeated DeGrandis 111-106 in
the bronze-medal match.  On the women’s side, 18-year old
Karen Scavotto (Enfield, CT) placed fourth in the field of 96
women.

Johnson opened the day with a 170-166 win over Olympic
teammate Vic Wunderle (Mason City, IL), then defeated
Sweden’s Niklas Eriksson, 161-157, and Italy’s Ilario DiBuo
in the quarterfinals, 112-108. After dropping a 114-110 deci-
sion to Wietse Van Alten of The Netherlands in the semi-
final, Johnson regrouped for the victory over DeGrandis to
earn the bronze medal.

Jason McKittrick (Holton, IN), the 2000 U.S. Olympic Team
alternate, finished in sixth place.  McKittrick defeated Fujun
Yong of China, 164-158 and Matthew Gray of Australia, 160-
159, before being ousted by Van Alten in the quarterfinal
round. Wunderle finished 17th and Rod White (Mt.
Pleasant, IA) was tied for 52nd position. Michele Frangilli of

Italy narrowly defeated Van Alten in the gold-medal match,
114-113.

S cavotto began her run with a 155-146 win over Turkish
Grand Prix Champion Khatuna Poutkaradze of

Georgia. She went on to defeat Cornelia Pfohl of Germany,
161-156, and Victoria Belosludseva of Kazakhstan, 109-103
in the quarterfinals. Scavotto then dropped a 105-101 deci-
sion to China’s Ying He in the semi-finals and a 108-102
decision to Ukraine’s Nataliya Burdenyana in the bronze-
medal match. He defeated Jutta Schneider of Germany, 112-
107, for the gold medal.

Janet Dykman (El Monte, CA) finished tied for 13th, Denise
Parker ended tied for 18th, and Jessica Carlson (Westland,
MI) finished tied for 36th. Dykman beat Karin Weng of
Germany, 160-156, before being edged by Spain’s
Almudena Gallardo, 144-143. Parker lost her opening
match of the day to He, 163-154.

Butch Johnson Wins Bronze Medal  
at  German Grand Pr ix

Karen Savatto Places  Fourth
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NAA Membership 
ONLY ONE MAILING PER HOUSEHOLD 

 

       CATEGORY                                                                  ANNUAL DUES 
 

   ADULT  (single male or female over 18 years old)                            $32.00 
   ADULT ADD-ON                                                                              $10.00 
 

        BENEFITS  
        * Membership in your NAA-Chartered State Association                        * State and National rankings 
        * NAA membership card                                                                          * Active Athlete Insurance 
          * U.S. Olympic Archery Team supporter                                                 * Leadership opportunities on local, state and 
          * Opportunity to become a member of the U.S. Archery Teams                 national committees and boards               
              which compete in International and National events                   * Subscription to Official NAA newsletter, Nock-Nock 
          * Competition and instruction through club programs                    * Training Camps 
          * Instructor and coach certification                                                          * Lifetime friendships in “�The Sport for a Lifetime”� 
          * Event notices and communication updates                                            * Subscription to Official NAA Magazine  
          * NAA decal with new membership                                                  
            
   COLLEGIATE (full-time student)                                                                $15.00 
 

          BENEFITS 
          * Collegiate All-American Program  
          * All the benefits of adult membership excluding Official Magazine                 
 

   YOUTH (18 years old & under)                                                                     $15.00 (1st Youth) 
   YOUTH ADD-ON (same family/address as Youth 1st member)                             $  8 .00  (each Add-on) 
 

          BENEFITS 
        * Membership in your NAA-Chartered State Association                        * State and National rankings 
        * NAA membership card                                                                          * Active Athlete Insurance 
          * Competition and instruction through club programs                    * Training Camps, Junior Judges Program 
          * Junior Olympic Archery Development Program                                   * Lifetime friendships in “�The Sport for a Lifetime”� 
             in over 300 community clubs                                                                * U.S. Olympic Archery Team supporter 
          * Opportunity to purchase Archery Focus magazine subscription           * Opportunity to become a member of the U.S. Archery Team 
          *  NAA decal with new membership                                                           which compete in International and National events 
          * Subscription to Official NAA newsletter, Nock-Nock 
 
 

   FAMILY                                                                                            $55.00 per family 
 
        *The same benefits as an Adult member as described above, allowing savings for larger NAA member families. 
 

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!!! 
 
•� Recurve, Compound, Crossbow and Flight Divisions 
•� College Divisions 
•� Junior Olympic Archery Development (JOAD) 
•� Archers with Disabilities Programs 
•� Indoor, Outdoor, Field, Collegiate, Ski-Archery and JOAD National and World Events 
•� Club, State and Regional Tournaments 
•� Olympic and Pan American Games 
•� Junior and Senior U.S. Archery Teams Camps and Training 
•� Educational Programs for Coaches and Judges 
•� Grant and Scholarship Programs 

National Archery Association 
One Olympic Plaza 

 Colorado Springs, CO 80909 
                     Tel (719) 578-4576  

                       Fax (719) 632-4733 
                                                                                                                                                            

10/99
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NAA INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
 Return to: National Archery Association of the U.S., One Olympic Plaza, Colorado Springs, CO 80909 

 Check one 

New        Renewal 

 MEMBER NAME ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 STREET ADDRESS______________________________________________________________________________ 

 CITY_______________________________________  STATE_______________  ZIP CODE___________________ 

 HOME TEL. (_______)_____________________________  OFFICE TEL.(_______)_________________________ 

 FAX # (_______)_______________________________  DATE OF BIRTH________________   

 PRIMARY DISCIPLINE: _______recurve;_______compound;_______other:________________________________________ 

 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:_________-______-___________ (Used as membership number, and to keep from duplicating records) 

 CLUB AFFILIATION (If any) ______________________________________________________________________ 

 Check one 
Adult ($32) 
Adult + Adult Add-On ($32 + $10).…�(Please list name and D.O.B. of Adult Add-on 19 years & older) 

 
     Add-On Name___________________________________    D.O.B. __________  (____recurve;____compound;____other);  
 

Family Membership ($55)   (Place Names & Dates of Birth of additional family members below). 
 
     Add-On(s) _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound:____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                       _____________________________________      D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
 

Youth ($25) Includes Archery Focus 
Youth ($15) Without Archery Focus 

 
Youth Add-On(s) ($8 each additional child to a Youth membership) 

 
         Add-On(s) ____________________________________    D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                          ____________________________________     D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
                          ____________________________________     D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound:____other) 
                          ____________________________________     D.O.B. __________ (____recurve;____compound;____other) 
 

Collegiate ($25) Includes Archery Focus 

Collegiate ($15) Without Archery Focus 
 

 Name of College/University:_______________________________________________  Planned graduation date:___________ 

 ——————————————————————————————————————�——————————————� 
  

 AMOUNT OF CHECK ENCLOSED $_____________________; or...please charge my credit card (below)       
 

 CREDIT CARD:  _____VISA   _____MasterCard;    Card #:___________________________________ Exp.  Date___________ 
 

 SIGNATURE_____________________________________________________________________________________________       
 

 “�I understand $5.00 of my membership goes toward a year subscription to the NAA newsletter, “�Nock-Nock.”�. 
 

NOTE TO FOREIGN MEMBERS  Please add US$20 to 
your annual membership dues for cost of overseas postage.
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Recently, computers have provided archers with many advan-
tages. Archery software is now available to help us select arrows
and can even generate sight tapes. I recently received some
archery specialized software developed by Archery Technical
Services (ATS). Their program, called Arrow Dynamics, pro-
vides archers a means to measure and tune their bow/arrow setup
for performance and compatibility. This capability also allows
one to estimate bow/arrow performance across a wide range of
component modifications. Furthermore, it incorporates enter-
tainment in the form of a 3D game. One can also generate sight
tapes or estimate pin gaps adequate for 3D, but which don’t reach
ranges required for field or FITA shooting.

T o understand Arrow Dynamics, some basic principles
and definitions must be explained. The energy a bow

can deliver to an arrow is a product of two properties: Bow
Energy Storage Efficiency (ESE) and Bow Percent
Efficiency. Bow Energy Storage Efficiency is the amount of
energy actually stored in a bow compared to the maximum
energy possible when drawn. One hundred percent ESE
would equate to a bow, which pulls at its peak weight
throughout every inch of its draw length. Obviously, such
a bow would be virtually impossible to shoot. ESE is
graphically displayed when one creates a force draw curve
for a bow. A Bow Percent Efficiency rating defines the pro-
portion of the stored energy that is actually delivered to an
arrow upon release. If a bow stores 100 foot-pounds of
energy and releases 75 foot-pounds of energy into the
arrow, it is 75% efficient. Complicating Bow Percent
Efficiency measurements is the fact that energy efficiency
varies with the weight of the arrow propelled. A heavier
arrow is fired more efficiently than a lighter arrow. 

Energy losses occur as a result of friction, vibration,
and limb hysteresis. These losses are classified as static iner-
tia losses, or True Virtual Mass (VMt) and dynamic losses
(%Hd). Combining VMt and %Hd provides a means to
represent a bow’s performance rating as a single number.
AMO (Archery Merchants and Manufacturers Organiza-
tion) is contemplating using this efficiency rating system to
compare bows on dealers’ shelves, thus augmenting the

present system of speed ratings currently used by manu-
facturers. 

E ach bow then can be represented by its ESE, VMt and
%Hd values. These values can be used to accurately

predict the arrow velocity a bow will generate with an
arrow of any weight, which is where Arrow Dynamics capa-
bilities come into play. The Menu Page of the software out-
lines the program’s capabilities. A closer look at the key
menu selections will explain how Arrow Dynamics can ben-
efit you.

Charts This selection enables you to select arrows that are
compatible with your bow by cross-referencing your bow
against all makes/models of arrows in a database. You can
select the make and size of arrow material as well as point
weight. The program also lists all compatible shafts. A con-
tinuation screen then allows you to select different size
shafts, which are graphically displayed by spine strength.
This is a very useful table to isolate potentially compatible
arrow shafts. This screening will identify the shafts that the
software can then fine-tune to your bow.

Equipment The equipment menu is used to begin fine tun-
ing or comparing bow and arrow combinations. You can
select from database offerings or you can select bows and
arrows which you have placed into the database. Once you
have selected your components, the program proceeds to a
reconciliation page. This page provides an estimated arrow
velocity and bow efficiency rating. If you know the actual
velocity of the arrow, Arrow Dynamics will take this figure
and recalculate your bow’s efficiency rating to further
enhance accuracy for future calculations. From this win-
dow, you proceed to the Setup Analysis screen. Using this
section, you can super tune your bow and arrow for maxi-
mum efficiency with a given arrow shaft. By making
adjustments to bow weight, arrow length, and point
weight, you will see a graphic presentation of the impact of
changes in bow efficiency, arrow spine and velocity, arrow
kinetic energy and FOC values. Also displayed is the

E Q U I P M E N T  R E V I E W  –  C O M P O U N D

Computer-Aided 
Bow Tuning
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grains/pound of draw weight ratio. Each input also
changes the graphic scalar depiction of arrow spine from
too weak to too stiff and everything in between. This super-
tuning capability is probably the most useful aspect for
archers who like to experiment with their equipment.

Arrows This menu choice leads to a large database of
arrows. It also allows you to create your own arrow using
any shaft, point, fletch, and nock using the Utility menu.
You can then store this arrow in the file or delete it when
you are finished.

Bows Just like the Arrow file, the Bow file is a database. It
has only limited application because the bows are all filed
at varying draw lengths and draw weights; however, you
can create your own bows to add to the file. To do this, you
must create a force draw curve for the bow. The force draw
curve is easily created using instructions provided in this
menu item.

Utility (see Arrows, above)

Pin Gap The Pin Gap function enables one to create a sight
tape or estimate your pin gaps. Data used to develop the
Pin Gaps include arrow velocity, arrow drag, distance from
the peep sight to the pins, terrain elevation, humidity, tem-
perature and air density. The resultant tape only goes to 70
yards, but it is a clean, neat tape adequate for 3D shooters
or setting gaps for hunting sights.

Range This menu choice leads you to a 3D game, which is
quite a bit of fun. It allows you to select your own equip-
ment and register in one of three classes. There are three dif-
ferent courses to shoot using IBO, ASA, or Open rules.
Estimating yardage is difficult, at first, and it took me quite
a while to begin to estimate with any skill whatsoever. The
game will accept up to four competitors. The animal is
depicted in picture format and an accompanying sketch
shows the outline of the animal with its scoring areas. Using
the mouse, the shooter places a bullseye cursor on the ani-
mal after having selected the yardage. The shot is executed
by using the left mouse button. At the shot, the score is post-

ed and the arrow strike is shown on the sketch. Lots of fun,
but scoring is tough!

I have experimented quite a bit with Arrow Dynamics and
have found it to be quite accurate. I see it as a real utility

for archers who like to tinker with their setups, striving for
perfection. It is also fun to try to see the impact of minute
changes in your equipment. In addition, Arrow Dynamics
can save you money if you play before you buy. All that is
required to make full use of Arrow Dynamics is access to a
computer, a chronograph, and a simple machine to measure
your bow’s draw weight in one inch increments (for mak-
ing a force-draw curve). Helping your friends with arrow
selection or equipment updates is also a lot of fun and
rewarding. To find out more about Arrow Dynamics, contact
Archery Technical Services, 292 Camp Nelson Road,
Lancaster, KY 40444, or contact william.brockman@world-
net.att.net.
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Recently a friend of mine almost didn’t finish a shoot because he
suffered from heat prostration. I invited Pedro Serralheiro, who is
a medical doctor as well as a great archer and one of our regular
writers, to write something about heat problems. He agreed it was
a good idea, because on more than one occasion, he has seen
archers fall on warm and humid days during competitions. Ed.

A rchery, as an outdoor sport, can lead to you experienc-
ing heat disorders. The most susceptible archers

would be those shooting on days with temperatures higher
then 28° Celsius (82° F), especially if accompanied by high
humidity.

Before going on to explain in a systematic way how we
suffer heat disturbances, let’s see how heat is produced and
lost by the body. If you know something more about that,
you can more easily prevent problems.

In the body, heat is produced by muscular exercise,
assimilation of food, and all the other vital processes that
contribute to the basal metabolic rate. Heat is lost from the
body by radiation (infrared), conduction, and vaporization
of water in the respiratory tract and on the skin. Small
amounts are also lost in the urine and feces. The balance
between heat production and heat loss determines your
body temperature.

So, if we, on those hot days, do everything we can to
lose heat, and do nothing to produce it, we will never have
heat disturbances. Of course, this is not possible; we must
shoot, walk, stay out in the sun, and so on.

Sweat production and its evaporation is a major mech-
anism of heat removal, especially on hot days. With vigor-
ous exertion, sweat loss can be as much as 2 1⁄2 liters (2 2⁄3 qt)
per hour, but this is severely limited as atmospheric humid-
ity increases. Conditions that inhibit sweat production or
evaporation and therefore increase susceptibility to heat
disorders include obesity, generalized skin diseases, dimin-
ished cutaneous (to the skin) blood flow, dehydration, mal-
nutrition, hypotension (low blood pressure), and reduced
cardiac output. Medications that impair the sweating mech-
anism are anthicholinergics,
antihistamines, phenoth-
iazines, tricyclic antidepres-
sants, monoamine oxidase
inhibitors, and diuretics. I
hope none of these are actually
being taken by you fellow
archers, as they are considered

doping, of course, only if you are in competition. The risk of
heat disorders also increases with age, impaired physical
condition (being “out of shape”), concurrent illness,
reduced physical fitness, and insufficient acclimatization
(including wearing inappropriate clothing).

Heat disorders that could occur to any of us can be clas-
sified in four categories with increasing severity:

1. heat syncope
2. heat cramps
3. heat exhaustion
4. heat stroke

Heat Syncope – sudden unconsciousness can result from
cutaneous vasodilatation with consequent systemic and
cerebral hypotension. This is what happens typically to sun
exposed archers.

Treatment – rest in a reclining position in a cool place,
taking fluids by mouth (or IV, if necessary).
Heat Cramps – fluid and electrolyte depletion can result in
slow, painful skeletal muscle contractions (cramps) and
severe muscle spasms lasting 1-3 minutes, usually involv-
ing the muscles most heavily used (in the thighs and
calves). Cramping results from salt depletion as sweat loss-
es are replaced with water alone.

Treatment – the patient should be removed to a cool
environment and given oral saline solution, but not salt
tablets. Rest must be prolonged 1-3 days with dietary salt
supplementation.
Heat Exhaustion – results from prolonged heavy activity
with inadequate water and salt intake on a very hot day. It
is characterized by dehydration, sodium depletion, or iso-
tonic fluid loss with accompanying cardiovascular changes.
Symptoms like those accompaning heat syncope and heat
cramps may also be present. The patient may be quite
thirsty and weak, with central nervous symptoms such as
headache, fatigue, anxiety, paresthesias, impaired judg-
ment, hysteria, and sometimes psychosis.

Treatment – consists of placing the patient in a shaded,
cool environment while providing adequate rehydration (1-

2 liters over 2-4 hours) and
salt replenishment, orally, if
possible. At least 24 hours of
absolute rest is recommend-
ed.
Heat Stroke – is a life-threat-
ening medical emergency
resulting from failure of the
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Heat Disorders

”If we do everything we can to
lose heat, and do nothing to
produce it, we will never have
heat disturbances. Of course,
this is not possible.”



thermoregulatory mechanism. Morbidity
or even death can result from cerebral, car-
diovascular, hepatic, or renal damage. It is
a situation, I think, that should never hap-
pen to archers under normal competition.
But, certain groups are at more risk, the
elderly (over 65) or chronically infirm, and
patients receiving medications (specified
above). Heat stroke is more frequently a
complication seen in amateurs in poor con-
dition engaging in strenuous athletic activ-
ities such as marathon running and
triathlon competition.

Treatment – This is a MEDICAL EMERGEN-
CY. Reduce the patients temperature with
anything on hand (sprayed water, ice
packs on axillas (armpits), groin, neck) and
remove to a hospital.

Now you know something more about
heat disorders, but what must you do

to protect yourself against these? Here are
some “dos” and “don’ts.”

DO
• Always wear a hat, the bigger the better.
• Drink enough water throughout the

day, normally adults will need 5 liters
(5.3 qt).

• Drink physiologic saline solution alter-
nately with water. (It has a disgusting
taste, but it replaces just what you are
losing.)

• Wear fresh and loose clothes, that do not
expose too much skin.

• Travel light, remember all your archery
gear can easily exceeds 10 Kg (22 lb).

• Profit from all of the shade you can.
• If you don’t feel well, seek medical

advice.

DON‘T
• Do not eat salt tablets.
• Do not trust any special drinks.
• Do not stay out in the sun without a hat.
• Do not stay out in the sun if it is not necessary.
• Do not take all of your archery gear with you.

I hope this article helps you prevent some problems that
you might face on those hot days.

Good shooting.
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What’s your line? Nock line, that is. Is it straight or curved? Does
it travel down to the arrow rest? Or up to the rest? Which direc-
tion should it travel? Can it or does it travel straight toward the
rest? Should it travel straight or will my arrows group better if
they travel some other path? To answers these questions I will give
you an overview of this topic, called “nock travel.” You will also
learn a way to check the nock travel on your bow with simple tools
and with this information you can become more effective at tuning
your own bow or choosing a new one.

Just so we’re “on the same page” at the start, my definition
of nock travel is the path the nock takes as the bow is drawn

from brace position to full-draw. I measure this movement
relative to a straight-line level with the arrow rest and run-
ning perpendicular to the handle. If your nock follows this
line on the draw stroke it will also travel close to it on the
power (forward) stroke and knowing that line will, in my
mind, make tuning a little simpler.

Nock Travel On Two Wheel Bows
If you are shooting a standard two-wheel bow, you are
aware of the fact that the nocking point of your bow is above
the middle of the string. Check this by measuring from each
axle to the nocking point.

On such bows both wheels have the same diameter and,
therefore, the same circumference. This means that when
you draw the bow, both wheels reel out the same amount of
string and the nocking point remains closer to the top wheel,
just as it was before. Now, your arrow nock traveled uphill
in either a straight or curved path (depending on the design
of the cable side of the wheel). The result is an arrow that
will travel downhill
toward the rest on the for-
ward power stroke of the
string (see illustration). 

Downward travel to-
ward the rest means the
arrow will crash into the
rest. The force with which
it hits the rest determines
how much trouble you’ll
have tuning arrow flight

and groups. The harder it hits, the harder you have to work
to get the right match up between the rest and the arrow. It
can be done because we’ve been shooting these two wheel-
ers for lots of years with great success. 

Nock Travel On Two Cam Bows
There are lots of two-cam bows being used for target and
hunting shooting. Since both cams are the same size on most
of these bows the nock travel is much like that of the two-
wheel mentioned above.

Check the nock location on the string to see if it’s above
the middle, which it probably is. If so, your nocking point
travels uphill as you draw your bow and the results will be
the same as above; the arrow will travel downward toward
the rest when the string is released.

The cam shape of the string and cable tracks can make
the nock travel path curved. In fact it might wander uphill
for most of the draw stroke and then down a little closer to
full draw. In any case, the nock will end up closer to the top
wheel.

Nock Travel On Single Cam Bows
The single-cam bows I’ve checked have nock travel signifi-
cantly different from two-wheel bows. From the beginning
of the draw stroke the nock traveled downward and contin-
ued downward for over half of the draw stroke. Late in the
draw the nock moved back up toward the straight reference
line from the rest and at full draw the nock was slightly
below the reference line.

On the power stroke the nock retraces the downward
path. This carries the nock downward at first, then upward

toward the rest and can
result in the nock-end of
the arrow riding hard on
the rest. Again, the harder
it rides the more difficult
the system will be to tune.

Some of the more
recently designed single
cams advertise straight
nock travel. I’ve not been
able to test any of these so

C O M P O U N D  T E C H  3 0 0
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What’s Your Line?

A

B

C

Nock path A moves above the perpendicular line behind the arrow rest and is typ-
ical of two-wheeled bows. Some single cam bows have nock path B. Path C is slight-
ly below horizontal.
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if you have one you might want to test it yourself. 

Testing Nock Travel
You can test nock travel by fastening your bow to a Ping-
Pong (table tennis) table with the handle perpendicular to
the white center line on the table. It’s easiest to check the
nock travel if the nocking point is over top of the white line. 

Next, using a long cord or rope, draw the bowstring
slowly to full draw. Do not do this by holding the string in
your hand or a short rope since you may influence the direc-
tion of the nock travel and void your results. 

As you draw the string, the nocking point will, on most
bows, diverge from the white line on the table. You can mon-
itor this movement to see if it’s a straight line or curve and if
it’s moving above perpendicular or below. Some nock trav-
el paths are, shall we say, very interesting.

Tuning
Knowing the path your nocks are taking as they approach
the arrow rest is helpful in bow tuning. If you know that the
nock is below the rest on it’s approach you can raise the
nocking point a little above the normal 1⁄4 inch above per-
pendicular and not worry that it is too high. Or lower it a lit-
tle if your nocks are approaching from a high line.

Nock paths that are “interesting” in that they are not
straight-line pose a special problem for tuning. If your arrow
approaches the rest while moving up and down on a crazy
nock path, the launcher needs to be the proper tension and
angle to create consistent arrow flight. This may take some
experimenting with both launcher tension and arrow spine
until a suitable match up is attained.

This may explain why one type or style of arrow rest
may work well on one bow but not on another. Launcher
spring stiffness, angle and movement make a difference
with vibrating arrows. Persistence is a must if you’re fight-
ing a curving nock path, but knowing the path is half the
battle.

Shoot straight, keep well.

Larry Wise
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Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author of four books on
archery:
• Tuning Your Compound Bow
• Tuning Your Broadheads
• Bow and Arrow
• A Complete Guide to Tuning and Shooting 

Your 3-D Bow
All are available from: Larry Wise, RR#3, Box 678,

Mifflintown, PA 17059

Think Success
Successful archers know that if 
you can’t rely on your sight, you 
can’t rely on your shot. Whether 
you’re hunting for a trophy animal,
or just hunting for a trophy, you 
count on your sight to give you the 
same results—every time you shoot.

Archers around the world depend on SURE-
LOC every day. If a gold medal 
depends on making every shot or if 
you’re staring a mountain cat 
in the face, you have 
to get it right the first 
time. Failure is not an option.

When you have to succeed...

think SURE-LOC.
Patent #: Re.36,266

100 Quality Lane, Versailles, Indiana 47042
Phone: 812/689-9926 Fax: 812/689-9927

www.sureloc.com

“The single-cam bows I’ve
checked have nock travel
significantly different from
two-wheel bows.”
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Bowhunter A (He will go nameless.) carefully picks the spot on a
whitetail buck. He automatically pulls to a full draw with flaw-
less technique born of proper practice; anchors, releases, follows
through. His beautiful, straight flying arrow hits the deer low and
behind the foreleg and passes completely through the deer. The
deer travels about forty yards and the bowhunter sees him fall.

Bowhunter B (no relative of A) picks his spot on another
whitetail buck. As he starts his draw, his head leans forward into
the bow, thus shortening his draw. As his hand approaches his
anchor point, his fingers release the arrow too soon automatical-
ly. His broadhead, flying crooked, misguides his arrow so that it
strikes the deer in the brisket. The archer tracks the deer for forty-
five yards and what had been a good blood trail suddenly ceases.
Our sport of bowhunting takes another hit because some archer
(Bowhunter B) did not practice good form and technique.

The Draw Finds Your Anchor
One of the most commonly misrepresented instructions
today relates to where a particular individual should
anchor. Every new archer gets told to anchor at the corner
of the mouth for instinctive shooting. On the contrary, I
insist that your correct anchor, and therefore your draw-
length, should be based on the structure of your arms and
shoulders. Your bow arm elbow should be straight, but not
locked, certainly not bent as has been often misinterpreted
from Howard Hill’s writings. The drawing arm is pulled

back until there is a straight line from the point of the arrow
through the drawing arm elbow (see photos). With this align-
ment your release hand can recoil straight back upon
release. When you are this far back, the muscles holding the
bow’s draw weight should be in your back and shoulders,
not in your arms, Now you can find your anchor, based on
your own body structure. Stand in front of a mirror with
your bow arm towards the mirror. Use a bow that is light
enough for you to pull and hold. Now, draw the bow back
to your anchor point. As you draw, note whether or not you
pulled your head back. If you did, start over. This is an error
that will plague you if you ever have to shoot downhill
(such as from a treestand).

Now, draw the bow again, without moving your head.
Is your drawing-hand forearm in a direct line with the
arrow? If not, pull the drawing-hand along the side of your
face until it is. This spot, as an anchor point, should allow
you to release the string correctly because the line of pull is
in a straight line with the arrow and it allows you to hold
the bow with your back muscles.

At this point, without letting your head go forward
toward the bow, and without letting your drawing hand
creep forward, come in and touch your face. This will be
your personal anchor point according to the structure of
your arms and shoulders. Howard Hill’s was on his last

The Draw and Anchor

T R A D I T I O N A L

by Dan Quillian

Traditional Instinctive Shooting



lower jaw tooth. When hunting, Will and Maurice
Thompson, who probably shot more birds out of the air
with a bow than anyone be fore or after their time, anchored
on their ears.

The Release
Once you have achieved the proper alignment of your arms,
shoulders – in the line of pull of the bow – and learned to
relax the muscles in your arms and hands at a full draw,
you’ll find you can come off the string properly with the
hand recoiling back along the side of your face and your
bow hand not being thrown. This is the secret of a good
release. In practice you should always concentrate, draw to
your anchor, stop, release, and followthrough.

I see so many archers releasing before they come to a
full draw and anchor and, thus, they are giving up the
power of their bows. This is often caused by him shooting
underspined arrows that cannot accept the full power of his
bow when the correct arrow would allow him to shoot cor-
rectly and get more out of the bow. When practicing with
the bow, always practice with correct technique. Never

practice your mistakes – pull to a full draw, anchor, release,
and follow through.

A word of caution about your arrows when increasing
your draw length – the spine charts used by many wood
arrow makers were made in the 1930s for self-longbows.
For more modern bows, most arrow makers say to use an
arrow five to ten pounds heavier than the old charts show
and that will get you up to an adequate arrow spine for tra-
ditional bows made in the styles of the 1960s through the
early 2000s. Also, add 5 pounds of spine for each inch over
28 inches.

Proper technique, proper practice, and properly matched
equipment, will make you a better archer.
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Dan Quillian is a member of
the Southeastern Outdoor
Press Association  and the
Outdoor Writer's Association
of America. Dan has taught,
or helped, thousands of bow-
hunters in his bow clinics,
both locally and nationally.
He has run an indoor archery
range and pro shop.

Dan has produced a video
tape on traditional archery
techniques.

“The arms and shoulders must
be properly aligned with the
line of pull, in both vertical and
horizontal planes, to get off a
perfect shot.”
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Controlling the

40

In my last article, I talked about using technique to take some ten-
sion out of your body and limbs. The prior discussion was taking
the tension out of aiming and building faith in your god-given
instincts and reactions that are associated with aiming. In this
final discussion of the series, the topic is techniques for controlling
the pace of your shot.

T he pace of your shot is important for several reasons,
the greatest being there is a time window for each indi-

vidual that carries the maximum confidence level for per-
forming his perfect shot. Breaking out of the desired time
zone in either direction (too quick or too slow) deteriorates
that maximum confidence level.
For some archers that window is
very small and even slight varia-
tions of the desired time zone will
cause their confidence to run out
on a perfectly good shot. For oth-
ers, the window is larger and the
archers can hold their confidence
through a greater span of time.
The ultimate, regardless of how big your time window, is to
be able to put all of the pieces of the puzzle together during
the peak of your confidence comfort zone.

The key technique for making your shot occur during
the optimum time window is to have absolute control over
the pace of your shot. Sounds easy doesn’t it? There isn’t a
day that goes by that the thought of becoming the master of
time issues in my life is not appealing. (As I am writing this
at 1:00 AM a slight chuckle surfaces briefly! Back to the
issue.) Time is what we are trying to harness and control
and, like anything else, the ability to do this takes nothing
more than sound methods or techniques. Do you remember
being in school and being taught about, “if/then” state-
ments? As in if this then that. These types of phrases are con-
crete in nature. As predictable as time. Sound methods are
the basis of your “if/then” statement. So let’s see if I can put
a sentence together that sums it up. If I can speed up the
process of either coming through the clicker, or squeezing
off my release, then I can have better control of the time

window this action requires allowing me to be in the center
of my confidence comfort zone. Now wasn’t that easy? OK,
too easy. 

Now is the time to refer back to the last two articles on
relaxing your aiming picture and relaxing your body. Your
ability to move at a pace that has great speed and control
and is smooth and steady enough to allow your eye to tell
your brain, “this shot is a winner” relies upon the tech-
niques discussed in the last two articles. We gotta walk
before we can run. The next piece of the puzzle is the tech-
nique you use to make this happen. If you are a finger/
clicker shooter, there are number of different techniques

that are being taught with suc-
cess:

You can draw, anchor, come
through, and shoot with one
steady motion like Mr. Jay Barrs or
Ms. Elif Altinkaynak. (not to
mention the many others having
success with this style )
You can set up on the point like Mr.

Michele Frangilli or Mr. Ed Eliason and have a small gentle
movement required once the desired aiming picture is achieved
(also my personal favorite method).

Or you can set up on the point like Mr. Magnus Petterson,
or Mr. Oh, Kyo Moon, get your aiming picture the way you
want it and then come through with a smooth rapid pace.

I f you are a release shooter, there are similar techniques
for controlling the time element, for instance:
• Mr. Dave Cousins has his release set so that the instant

the desired aiming picture is achieved, the slightest
touch of the release trigger will finish the shot.

• Others may prefer a greater amount of movement
requiring that the archer start back tension movements
early on and keep a smooth fast pace to the motion
(without stopping ) like Mr. Dee Wilde.

Whichever method you choose for yourself, the main
objective is to be able to execute a greater percentage of
your shots within the time zone that corresponds with your
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“There is a time window for
each individual that carries
the maximum confidence
level for performing his
perfect shot.“

by Mike Gerard

Pace of Your Shot



confidence comfort zone. Know what that time span is and
live within it. If you wander out of it, let down and start
again. Build on the confidence you get from shooting your

shots at that pace or within that time frame. Move quickly
and deliberately the instant you have the desired sight pic-
ture (unless you shoot on the move anyway). Work on
building a shooting rhythm that helps you to stay within
your optimum time at full draw.

In order for all of this to come together, it will require
the elements of a relaxed aim referred to in the first article
and low body and limb tension referred to in the second
article of this series. The interesting thing is that you need
all of the elements previously discussed in the articles on
aiming and tension control to help control your timing,
while controlling your timing also helps to reduce body and

aiming tension! (The phrase vicious circle comes to mind!)
Combine the relaxed approach with a consistent shot tim-
ing, and your confidence level and ultimately scores are
going to climb to new heights. In the memorable words of
my father, be in “ten ring forever.” 

Good shooting to you!
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“The interesting thing is that
you need all of the elements
previously discussed in the arti-
cles on aiming and tension
control to help control your
timing, while controlling your
timing also helps to reduce
body and aiming tension!”
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Mike Gerard joined his first
archery club while still in
Little League baseball. After one year at field
archery, Mike joined a JOAD club in San
Pablo, California. He then not only started
shooting in the Men’s Division at the age of
14, but he won, often setting new records.
Mike made All-American all four years in col-
lege and was a member of the first USAT
team. After working a number of years in the
archery industry, Mike now coaches aspiring
archers while working in retail management.
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I started out shooting a while ago, when my friend,
Eddie, showed me his bow and let me try it.
Unfortunately, he wasn’t properly trained so I didn’t
know I was shooting very dangerously.

Then Claudia came and got me straightened out.
But things got worse when Eddie got a BB gun and
shot our windows.

I am planning to be an archer when I grow up
and I hope I will. For most archers, my advice is make
sure you are shooting with someone who is properly
trained.

Samuel

Dear Archery Focus . . .

Sometimes we get letters that just have to be shared . . . Ed.

Sam Wood, Age 8
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QCould you let me know if there has been an article in
Archery Focus on “centershot tuning?”

A I suggest you try George Chapman’s fine article,
“Super-Tuning Compound Bows for Release
Shooters” in Vol. 3, No. 4 (July/August 1999). If you

shoot a recurve, try “Basic Tuning Methods,” by Jennifer
Furrow-Fonua in Vol. 3. No. 5 (September/October 1999).

Q Lots of people recommend using a video camera to
help my form. Just what should I be looking for?

A This is a really good question. Almost all top archery
coaches recommend using video tapes of your
shooting form to help you see yourself in action.

To get set up you need a camcorder, an extension cord
(because you’re going to be at this a while), a sturdy tripod,
and some privacy. If you are setup to shoot in your backyard,
that’s perfect. If you are wondering why you need the priva-
cy, it is because you have to shoot enough to forget the cam-
era is there (so that you will be using your “normal” form)
and you certainly don’t need onlookers asking, “Hey,
Whatcha doing?”

You want to shoot yourself from the side, the rear, the
front and even from above. You may need to buy a “tripod
clamp” that you can afix to a ladder or a deck railing above
you to get the “above” shots. You may
also have to get someone else to stand in
for you so you can “frame” the image in
the camera’s viewfinder.

From each vantage point you need to
shoot enough arrows to get comfortable
in front of a camera. Cameras are hard to
ignore! If you have a good sound pickup
on the camera, talk to it—”Bad shot; I
dropped my bow arm!” “Ooooh, that was
a good one!” This will help you evaluate

the film later.
What to Look For From the side

you should check your posture by
pausing the tape while you are at full
draw. Are your feet about shoulder
width apart? Are you standing
straight up? Your shoulders and
spine should make a T. Are leaning
back at full draw? Leaning back at
full draw is a strong indicator that
your draw length is too long. Does a
line drawn through the arrow come
out near your elbow? You want your
elbow to be a little higher than level.

Proceed through the tape frame by frame. Observe your
release. (My last video clearly showed me “punching” my
mechanical release aid.) When the arrow is loosed, does your
stabilizer move straight forward? If not, you may have draw
length or grip problems. Does your release hand move
straight back upon release or do you have a “dead release.”
If your draw hand is coming off to the side, you are “pluck-
ing the string” if you are a finger shooter or the equivalent if
you are a release shooter. I recently saw a video of Butch
Johnson’s release (Butch Johnson is reputed to have one of
the best finger releases in the business.). When the string rips
through his fingers, his index finger rebounds onto his cheek,
slides over his jawline, down his neck to a point on his shoul-
der—not just once. but every time! If your finger never leaves
contact with your face (jaw, neck, shoulder), you can never
“pluck” the string, can you? So, closeups of your release,
anchor, grip, whatever can be useful in helping you perfect
your form.

Keep in mind that these are
ideals and due to your particular
body shape you may not be able to
conform to them. And, there is just
no substitute for a good coach!

Good luck!

We get questions sent in by readers all the time. We decided to try to answer some of them in print because the answers seemed to
apply to a lot of us. If you have questions for us, email them to Questions c/o spruis@inreach.com. We’ll do our best to answer a num-
ber of them each issue. Ed.

Archery Focus
Questions&Answers

Q&�

. . . from behind.

. . . from in front.

. . . closeups (anchor).
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PRODUCT NEWS

Product News
Scout Mountain Equipment Introduces Magnetic Rest

S cout Mountain Equipment (SME) recently introduced its new Magna LaunchTM, that uses
magnets rather than springs to bias the arrow holder, dramatically reducing noise and rat-

tling by eliminating many of the parts required in traditional, spring-biased rests. Easily tuned,
the Magna LaunchTM features Teflon-tipped prongs that rotate 360 degrees to keep arrows rest-
ed even in a tilt.

Scout Mountain Equipment (SME), P.O. Box 4013, Pocatello, ID 83205-4013, phone
208.237.3315, fax 208.238.0073, www.smequip.com, email info@smequip.com.

Arizona Rim Country Offers Lightning Fast Arrow Fletcher

F letch a dozen arrows (wood, aluminum, or carbon), exactly the way you
want them, in less than 30 minutes. Lightweight and compact, easy to use

even in the field. The E-Z Fletch Pro automatically adjusts to any size arrow shaft
from 2013 to 2613. Available in straight, straight offset, right or left helical. Also
available is a Carbon Arrow model that will fletch the smallest carbon shaft up
to a 2018 aluminum.

Arizona Rim Country, 6401 W. Chandler Blvd., Suite A, Chandler, AZ 85226,
phone 480.961.7995, fax 480.961.7996

Range Estimating Training Aid Now Available

Bohning Solves Your Arrow Dipping Problem

B ohning’s “Dip’N Plugz” plugs the end of your arrow shaft while dipping. You’ve
used old pencils, dowels, tape, and even old nocks – not anymore! The “Dip’N

Plugz” comes in two sizes - Micro (for ACC style shafts with G style nocks) and Max (for
oversized or wrapped carbon and all shafts that use a “uni-bushing” system). Made of
high-tech tapered vinyl, “Dip’N Plugz” are reusable as paint will not stick to them.
Available in packs of 12 and 100.

The Bohning Company, Ltd., 7361 N. 7 Mile Road, Lake City, MI 49651-9379, phone
231.229.4247, fax 231.229.4615, www.bohning.com.

R angeAidTM helps bowhunters and 3D archers develop their ability to correctly
estimate the distance to the target. RangeAidTM is a collection of clear plastic

cards with images of commonly shot animal targets. The archer estimates the dis-
tance, lifts the card as if sighting with the bow, matches the image size with the tar-
get, then compares the distance the card indicates to the original estimate. You no
longer have to lose arrows while learning to estimate distances.

Global Resource Inc., P.O. Box 654, Stoughton, MA 02072, 781.341.2441, email glob-
alres@mediaone.net



Black anodized 
aluminum dampers

Brass dampers

Harmonic Damping works! 
Hear for yourself – call 1-608-BOW-TEST

1. Cancels vibration
When you fire a Mathews Q2 with its Harmonic Damping
System,TM recoil vibration encounters the Harmonic Dampers 
that float in elastic bushings on either end of the riser. This 
creates “weight in motion” that is out-of-phase with the recoil
vibration, effectively cancelling or absorbing the vibration. (Hear riser being dropped with and without dampers).

2. Reduces torque
Weights added to either end of the riser increase the bow’s moment of
inertia. Call it the “barbell effect.” Think of a barbell with the weights
at the center of the bar. Holding the barbell near the middle, you can
readily “whip” the ends of the bar side-to-side. With the weights at the
end, it would be much more difficult to “whip” the bar. The same is
true of the bow’s riser. With weight (especially the brass dampers)
added on either end, it becomes much more difficult to manipulate 
or torque the riser. Which means you’ll shoot more accurately 
because the bow is more forgiving. Mathews bows are covered by one or more of the following patents, with other patents pending:

#5,368,006, #5,676,123, #5,752,496, #5,791,322, #5,809,982, #5,890,480, #5,996,567

919 River Road, P.O. Box 367 
Sparta, Wisconsin  54656

(608) 269-2728 
www.mathewsinc.com

With weight to the inside, the bar is easy to move With weight to the outside, the bar is difficult to move

Mix or match Harmonic Dampers:
• Two heavier brass dampers for maximum damping 
• Two lighter aluminum dampers for damping with minimal weight gain 
• Or mix dampers for a custom feel 

Harmonic Damping SystemTMHarmonic Damping SystemTM

The Barbell Effect– 
Locating the Harmonic Dampers (weights) on either end of the riser effectively reduces torque

(both sets included)

Your purchase 
supports venison 
donation programs 
that feed the hungry.

Check out our website at www.mathewsinc.com 
or call 1-608-BOW-TEST. Hear the difference!

Harmonic Damping,
the latest revolutionary technology 
from Mathews, helps you two ways!




